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Element
(Hydrogen)

Compound
(Water)

Mixture
(Hydrogen & Oxygen)

After studying this unit, students will be able to:

 know about the molecules of elements and compounds.

 write the symbols of common elements.

 calculate the atomicity of commonly used elements.

 know about the occurrence of elements and compounds in nature and human body / air.

 understand the effects of temperature on solid, liquid and gas.

Learning Objectives

Unit
3

Matter Around Us
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Introduction

We know that everything that occupies 
space and has mass is called matter. Do you 
know what is matter is composed of? We have 
studied earlier that matter is composed of tiny 
little particles, which cannot be seen with naked 
eye. That particle is called atom. In this lesson, 
we will study about atoms, molecules, elements, 
compounds, chemical formulae and atomicity.

3.1  Atoms

Graphite lead used in pencil is made up 
of an element called carbon. We can break 
graphite into smaller and smaller pieces. If we 
have a finer knife, we can break it even smaller. 
If we keep cutting the minuscule graphite into 
smaller and smaller particle, we will reach a 
point where we get the smallest constituent 
of graphite - carbon atom. If we break the 
carbon atom apart, the properties of carbon 
are exhibited.  The smallest unit of an element  

that exhibits the properties of that element 
is called as ‘atom’. All the matter is composed 
of tiny particles called atom. Water, rice and 
everything we see around is made up of atoms. 
An atom is the basic unit of a matter.

 
Structure of an atom

Even with the best of optical microscope we 
cannot see atoms. However, there are advanced 
instruments that help us to imagine the atoms 
on the surface of a material. For example, the 
following figure shows the image of the surface 
of silicon.

Science 
7th Std.

Science 
7th Std.

Science 
7th Std.

Science 
7th Std.

Science 
Class 7th Std. Excellent. Okay Fine. Can you tell me about the 

particles of a solid? How they move, how close 
they are, any patterns and how strong they are?

Hahaha that’s 
funny. I like 

chocolate too.

Solid 
Liquid 
Gas

Solid 
Liquid 
Gas

Solid 
Liquid 
Gas

Great research. 
Now who can tell 
me about gases?

Does anyone know 
about the fourth state 

of matter?

Excellent fine. 
Now, what about 
liquid Particles?

Sure, liquid particles are packed loosely with 
a small amount of free space  between them. 
They are not in a  pattern. They stay together 
but move freely around each other, also they 
are loosely attached to each other.

Let me check my notes, gases have lots of 
free space, they are in a random formation 
and they move randomly all over the place. 
They are not attached to each other at all.

Oh! I know the 
fourth state of 

matter is plasma.
Well done Somu 

that’s right. See you 
guys on Thursday.

Good afternoon, 
open your 
notebooks.

Hi, can anyone tell me 
what solids, liquids and 

gases are called?

Oh, Oh “ they are 
all states of matter”

Ummmm I forgot 
I was thinking about 

Unicorns

Sure, the particles are packed very 
close with little free space, they 
are in stacked pattern, stay in one 
place and vibrate. They are joined 
strongly but don’t move much. A 
bit like a bar of chocolate.
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Surface of Silicon

The most abundant atom in 
the universe is the hydrogen 
atom. Nearly 74% of the 
atoms in the universe are 

hydrogen atoms. However, three most 
abundant atoms on the Earth are iron, 
oxygen and silicon.

3.2  Molecules

When an atom combines 
with another atom (or atoms) 
and forms a compound, it is 
called as molecule. A molecule 
is made up of two or more 
atoms chemically combined.

Oxygen gas in the air that we breathe 
is made up of two oxygen atoms chemically 
combined.

Ozone is a substance that is made up of 
three oxygen atoms chemically combined.

An atom of oxygen (O) and two atoms of 
hydrogen (H) combine to form a molecule of 
water (H2O).

2H2 + O2 = 2H2O

Formation of water molecule

Oxygen

WaterHydrogen

Molecules also exhibit the properties 
of matter and have individual existence. 
A molecule can be formed by the same or 
different kinds of atoms.

Molecules can be classified as below.

• A molecule which contains only one 
atom is called monatomic molecule (Inert 
gases).

• A molecule which contains two atoms is 
called diatomic molecule (Oxygen, Nitric 
oxide, Hydrogen, etc.).

• A molecule containing three atoms is called 
a triatomic molecule (Ozone, Sulphur 
dioxide, Carbon dioxide, etc.).

• A molecule containing more than three 
atoms are known as polyatomic molecule 
(Phosphate, Sulphur, etc.).
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3.2.1 Molecules of Elements
A molecule of an element consists of  

fixed number of one types of atom chemically 
combined. Table 3.1 shows that gases are 
made up of two atoms of the same element.

3.2.2 Molecules of Compounds
Molecule of a compound consists of a fixed 

number of different types of atoms chemically 
combined. For example, let us look at the model 
of a water molecule below. Each molecule of water 
consists of one oxygen atom and two hydrogen 
atoms. The ratio of oxygen and hydrogen atom 
remains fixed whether water is in liquid, solid 
or gaseous state. This principle applies to the 
molecules of all compounds. Compounds with 
different atoms are given in Table 3.2.

 Molecule Carbon dioxide Ammonia Hydrogen Chloride

 Molecule Diagram

 Carbon-dioxide Ammonia Hydrogen 
 Molecule Molecule Chloride

Molecule Model 
(Ball-and-Stick)

o oC

H

H

H
N

H
Cl

Table 3.2 Compounds with different atoms

Bismuth in diarrhea 
medicine
Bismuth is an element 
that occurs naturally. It is 

combined with other elements to make 
medicine for treating diarrhea.

Table 3.1 Compounds with same atoms

Molecule Chlorine Gas Oxygen Gas Nitrogen Gas

Oxygen MoleculeChlorine Molecule

Cl Cl O O N N 
Molecule
Diagram

Molecule Model
(Ball-and-Stick)

Nitrogen Molecule

Model of molecular water
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3.3  Elements

Matter is classified into 
two broad categories, namely, 
pure substances and mixtures. 
Pure substances are further 
divided into two categories as 
elements and compounds. 

Matter in its simplest form is called an 
element. We are using many elements in our 
daily life. The common salt consists of two 
elements, sodium and chlorine. Water consists 
of hydrogen and oxygen. Magnesium and 
phosphorus are used for making crackers. 
Sulphur is used as manure in agriculture. 
Gallium is used for making mobile phones and 
silicon is used for making computer chips.

There are 118 known elements till date. 
Out of these, 94 elements occur naturally 
while 24 elements are synthesised artificially 
in the laboratory.

3.3.1 Classification of Elements
We can classify the elements broadly into 

metals, non-metals and metalloids based on 
their chemical properties.

Robert Boyle is the first 
scientist who used the term 
element. He is the early 
proponent 

of the elemental nature of 
matter and the nature of 
vacuum. He is known best 
for Boyle's Law.

Metals
We have tools, utensils and jewellery made 

of silver, copper, iron, gold, aluminium, etc. 
By hammering or rolling we can deform these 
materials into various shapes. Such elements that 

are malleable (a  material may be flattened into 
thin sheets or various shapes) are called as metals.

Metals are generally hard and shiny elements. 
Sodium is one of the exceptions as it is soft. 
All metals, except mercury are solids at room 
temperature. Mercury is the only metal that is liquid 
at room temperature. Metals are malleable, can 
be bent or beaten into sheets. They can be drawn 
into wires. They are good conductors of heat and 
electricity. Copper, lead, tin, nickel, iron, zinc, gold, 
magnesium and calcium are examples of metals.

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Copper Lead Iron

Nickel Steel Zinc

Metals

Non-metals
Non-metals are generally dull and soft. 

However, diamond is shiny and also the hardest 
natural substance on earth. Non-metals can 
be gases, solids and liquids. Non-metals such 
as oxygen, hydrogen and chlorine are gases at 
room temperature. Carbon, iodine, sulphur and 
phosphorus are solids at room temperature. 
Bromine is the only non-metal that is liquid at room 
temperature. Non-metals are poor conductors of 
heat and electricity. However, graphite (a form of the 
non-metal carbon) is a good conductor of electricity.
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3.3.2 Symbol of an element
A symbol is an 

abbreviation or short 
representation of a chemical 
element. There is a unique 
symbol for each element. 
It represents one atom of the element. The 
symbol is usually derived from the name 
of the element, which is either in English or 
Latin. These symbols are accepted by the 
International Union of Pure and Applied 
Chemistry (IUPAC). 

Dalton was the first scientist to use the 
symbols for elements in a very specific sense. 
When he used a symbol for an element he 
also meant a definite quantity of that element, 
that is, one atom of that element. Berzelius 
suggested that the symbols of elements can be 
written as one or two letters of the name of the 
element.

The following rules are followed while 
assigning symbol to an element.

Metalloids
Metalloids exhibit the properties of both 

metals and non metals. Silicon, arsenic, antimony, 
and boron are some examples of metalloids.

 Boron (B) Silicon (Si) Germanium (Ge)

 Arsenic (As) Antimony (Sb) Tellurium (Te)

Metalloids 

Table 3.3 Difference between metals and 
non-metals

Metals Non-Metals
Metals are lustrous. 
They have a shiny  
surface.

Non metals are non 
lustrous. They have  
non- shiny surface.

Metals are generally  
hard.

Non-metals are 
generally soft.

Most metals can be 
bent, beaten into sheets 
and they can be drawn 
into wires.

Non-metals can not be 
bent, beaten into sheets 
and they can not be 
drawn into wires.

Most metals are good 
conductors of electricity.

Non-metals are 
bad conductors of 
electricity.

Most metals are good 
conductors of heat.

Non-metals are bad 
conductors of heat.

Most metals make ringing 
sound when struck. 
Hence, they are used to 
make objects like bells.

Non-metals does 
not make any sound 
when they are struck.

Phosphorus Sulpher
Non - metals

In the beginning, the 
names of elements were 
derived from the name of 
the place where they were 

found for the first time. For example, the 
name copper was taken from Cyprus. 
Some names were taken from specific 
colours. For example, gold was taken 
from the English word meaning yellow. 
Now-a-days, IUPAC approves names of 
elements. Many of the symbols are the 
first one or two letters of the element’s 
name in English. The first letter of a 
symbol is always written as a capital letter 
(uppercase) and the second letter as a 
small letter (lowercase).
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  Chemical symbols usually consist of one or 
two letters.

  The symbols of most elements correspond to 
the first letter (which is capitalized) of their 
English name. For example, the symbol for 
oxygen is O and that for hydrogen is H. You will 
study about symbols in details in standard 8.

3.3.3 Elements in human Body
Nearly 99% of the mass of our human 

body consists of just six chemical elements 
namely, oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
calcium, and phosphorus. Another five 
elements make up most of the least percentage. 
They are potassium, sulphur, sodium, chlorine, 
and magnesium. 

3.3.4 Elements in air
Air is a mixture of gases. The molecules of 

two different elements, nitrogen and oxygen, 
make up about 99% of the air. The rest includes 
small amounts of argon and carbon dioxide. 
Other gases such as neon, helium, and methane 
are present in trace amounts. Oxygen is the life-
giving element in the air.

3.4  Compounds

A compound is a pure substance that is 
formed when the atoms of two or more elements 
combine chemically in definite proportions.

Compounds exhibit properties that 
are entirely different from the properties 
of their constituent elements. For example, 
the atoms of the elements hydrogen and 
oxygen combine chemically in a fixed ratio 
to form the compound water. However, 
water does not have the same properties of 
hydrogen and oxygen. For example, at room 
temperature water exists as liquid while 
hydrogen and oxygen exist as gases. Also, 
oxygen supports fire whereas water is used 
as a fire extinguisher.

Similarly, common salt (Sodium chloride) 
is a compound made up of elements sodium and 
chlorine. It is used in our food, whereas sodium 
and chlorine are poison, and both are unsafe for 
consumption.

Sodium is a highly reactive solid at 
room temperature . It burns vigorously 

when in  contact with water

Chlorine is yellowish green 
poisonous gas at room  

temperature

Sodium Chloride 
(Used for  
cooking)

ACTIVITY 1

Find out the symbols of the elements with 
the help of your teacher.

Elements Symbol

Gold
Silver
Copper
Iron
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Aluminium
Calcium
Phosphorus
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
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Sugar (Carbon, 
Hydrogen and Oxygen)

Chalk (Calcium,  
Carbon and Oxygen)

3.4.1 Properties of Compounds

  A compound is formed only when the 
constituent elements combine in a fixed 
proportion. 

  The properties of a compound are different 
from those of its constituent elements.

  A compound cannot be broken down 
by physical methods. This is because a 
compound is made up of different elements 

that are chemically combined. Sodium 
chloride cannot be separated by physical 
methods such as filtration.

  A compound can be separated into its 
constituent elements by chemical methods 
only.

Table 3.4 Difference between 
an element and a compound

Elements Compounds

An element is the 
simplest substance.

A compound is a 
chemical substance 
formed by the 
combination of two 
or more elements.

Elements combine to 
form compounds.

Compounds can be 
split into elements.

Atoms are the 
fundamental 
particles of an 
element.

Molecules are 
the fundamental 
particles of a 
compound.

3.5  Chemical Formulae

Often we write water as H2O. This is the 
chemical formula for water molecule. This 
means that each molecule of water has two 
hydrogen atoms combined with one oxygen 
atom. A chemical formula is a symbolic 
representation of one molecule of an element 
or a compound. It provides information about 
the elements present in the molecule and the 
number of atoms of each element. In H2O, small 
number beside the 'H' is called subscript. It tells 
us the number of atoms of that element present 
in the molecule. Hence, there are two hydrogen 
atoms in water molecule. There is no number of 
besides 'O'. It means that there is only one atom 
of that element present in the molecule. Hence, 
there is 1 oxygen atom in a water molecule. Can 
you guess the types of atoms and number of 
each of the atoms in sodium chloride? Which is 
the chemical formula for cooking salt? 

ACTIVITY 2

Complete the following table. 

Compound Constituent 
Elements

Water
Salt (Sodium chloride)
Sodium carbonate
Baking soda (sodium bicarbonate)
Sugar
Calcium oxide
Calcium hydroxide
Sodium hydroxide
Potassium hydroxide 

ACTIVITY 3
Complete the following table.

Formula No. of different 
elements

Name of  
Elements

H2O H – 2 O – 1 Hydrogen, Oxygen

NaCl

C6H12O6

NaOH
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Here are some examples of chemical 
formula.

Sodium Chloride 
(Nacl)

: 1 atom of Sodium and  
1 atom of chlorine

Ammonia  
(NH3)

:  1atom of Nitrogen and  
3 atoms of Hydrogen

Glucose 
(C6H12O6)

: 6 Carbon atoms, 12 Hydrogen 
atoms and 6 Oxygen atoms

The chemical formula tells us the types of 
atoms and the number of each type of atom in 
one molecule of substance.

Table 3.5 Common compounds and 
their chemical formula

Examples of Compounds

Names Formula
Water H2O
Glucose C6H12O6

Salt  NaCl
Ethanol C2H5OH
Ammonia NH3

Sulphuric Acid H2SO4 
Methane CH4

Sucrose C12H22O11

3.6  Atomicity  

In chemistry, atomicity implies the total 
number of atoms present in one molecule of an 
element, compound or a substance. Let us see 
how to calculate the atomicity of elements. 
For example, oxygen exists as a diatomic 
molecule. It means that a molecule of oxygen 
contains two atoms hence its atomicity is 2.

O         +         O                  O2

  Oxygen atom  +  Oxygen atom       Oxygen Molecule

Similarly a phosphorus molecule (P4) 
contains 4 atoms and a sulphur molecule (S8) 
contains 8 sulphur atoms. Hence, their atomicity 
is 4 and 8 respectively.

For molecule containing more than one 
types of atoms, simply count the number of 
each atom and that would be its atomicity. 
For example, one molecule of sulphuric acid 
(H2SO4) consists of 2 hydrogen atom, 1 sulphur 
atom and 4 oxygen atoms. Hence, its atomicity 
is 7(2+1+4).

One molecule of water (H2O) contains two 
atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. 
Thus, the atomicity of water is three.

ACTIVITY 4

Write down the atomicity of the following 
elements and compounds

Elements Atomicity

Cl
Na
K
Ca
H2O
Nacl

Table 3.6 Atomicity of some elements

Element Atomicity Elements Atomicity

H 2 F 2
He 1 Ne 1
Li 1 Na 1
Be 1 Mg 1
N 2 P 4
O 2 S 8

3.7  Effect of temperature on Solid, 
Liquid and Gas

In solids, particles are arranged very closely. 
When solids  are heated, the particles in them 
gain energy and vibrate vigorously. They move 
slightly further apart from one another. This 
causes the volume of matter to increase. This 
process is called expansion. How it happens? 
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The matter begins to expand when heated and 
the volume increases due to the increase in the  
distance between the particles. But, the size of 
the particles remains same.

How do hot-air balloons 
float? When air inside the 
hot air balloon is heated 
with a burner, it expands. 

The expansion causes the density of the 
air inside the balloon to decrease. Hence, 
the air inside the balloon has a lower 
density than the air outside the balloon. 
This difference in density allows the 
hot-air balloon to float.

During heating or expansion, the mass of 
matter does not change. Although the volume 
of the matter changes, the size and number of 
the particles of matter do not change. Hence, 
during heating, the mass of  matter is conserved. 
For example, in an iron lock the distance 
between the iron particles increases when they 
gain enough heat. However, the number of iron 
particles does not change. Hence, the mass of 
the iron lock is conserved.

 

The melting of ice is an example for 
change of states of matter. The change in 
the states of matter occurs during melting, 
boiling and freezing and condensation. 
When the particles possess enough energy, 
they overcome the strong forces of attraction 
between one another. They break free from 
one another and move randomly. For example, 
when solid ice is heated to 00C, it melts to 
become liquids water. In the same way, when 
liquid water is heated to 1000C, it boils to 
become steam.

1. Solid

When solid is heated, the particles gain energy 
and vibrate more vigorously

2. Liquid

When the melting point is reached melting 
occurs. The solid changes to its liquid state.

When a liquid is heated the particles gain energy 
and vibrate more vigorously.

3. Gas

Boiling occurs when the boiling point is 
reached. The liquid changes to its gaseous state.
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Con�guration of Matteruration of Matter
ATOM

Smallest particle of 
an Element

ELEMENT
Chemically simplest substance
which cannot be broken down

CHEMICAL FORMULA
Tells the number of atoms of an

element in a compound

COMPOUND
Two or more elements which are chemically

bonded together

CHEMICAL SYMBOL
Short representation of 

an Element

Atoms makes molecules 
MOLECULE

An Element
(Hydrogen)

A Compound
(Water)

Hydrogen atom

Carbon

Hydrogen

Oxygen

H

H

H

H

H

H
Carbon atom

BENZENE (C6H6)ACETIC ACID (CH3 COOH)

Iron ore

Hy

OOxygenOxy

Car
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Points to Remember

  Elements are the simplest forms of pure 
substances.

  Molecules of an element consist of a fixed 
number of one type of atom.

  Molecules of a compound consist of a fixed 
number of different types of atom.

  The molecules of the elements nitrogen and 
oxygen make up 99 percent of the air.

  An atom is the smallest particle of an element.
  The particulate nature of matter can be 

used to explain heating effect of solid, liquid 
and gas.

  The mass of the matter remains same during 
expansion.

  A molecule is made up of two or more atoms 
chemically combined.

  We can represent a molecule using  chemical 
formula.

I.  Choose the appropriate answer.

1.  Which one of the following is an example for 
a metal?

 a. Iron  b. Oxygen  c. Helium  d. Water

2.  Oxygen, hydrogen, and sulphur are examples 
for

 a. metals b. non-metals 
 c. metalloids d. inert gases

3.  Which of the following is a short and 
scientific way of representing one molecule 
of an element or compound?

 a. Mathematical formula
 b. Chemical formula
 c. Mathematical symbol
 d. Chemical symbol

4.  The metal which is liquid at room 
temperature is

 a. chlorine b. sulphur
 c. mercury d. silver

5.  An element which is always lustrous, 
malleable and ductile is

 a. non-metal b. metal c. metalloid d. gas

Evaluation

II. Fill in the blanks.

 1.  The smallest particle of matter that can exist 
by itself is .

 2.  A compound containing one atom of carbon 
and two atoms of oxygen is .

 3.   is the only non-metal 
which conducts electricity.

 4.  Elements are made up of 
kinds of atoms.

 5.   of some elements are 
derived from Latin or Greek names of the 
elements.

 6.  There are  number of 
known elements.

 7.  Elements are the  form of 
pure substances.

 8.  The first letter of an element is always 
written in  letter.

 9.  Molecule containing more than three atoms 
are known as .

10.   is the most abundant gas 
in the atmosphere.
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III. Analogy.

1.  Mercury : Liquid at room temperature :: 
Oxygen: .

2.  Non-metal conducting electricity : 
 :: Metal conducting 

electricity : Copper 

3.  Elements : Combine to form compounds :: 
Compounds : .

4.  Atoms : Fundamental particle of an element :: 
 : Fundamental particles of 

a compound.

IV.  State true of false. If false, give the correct 
statement.

1.  Two different elements may have similar atoms.
2. Compounds and elements are pure substances.
3.  Atoms cannot exist alone. They can only 

exist as groups called molecules.
4.  NaCl represents one molecule of sodium 

chloride.
5. Argon is mono atomic gas.

V.  Answer in brief.

 1.  Write the chemical formula and name the 
elements present in the following compounds.

 a. Sodium chloride
 b. Potassium hydroxide
 c. Carbon dioxide
 d. Calcium oxide
 e. Sulphur dioxide
 2.  Classify the following molecules as the 

molecules of element or compound.

O O

N N Na Cl

1. 2.

3. 4.

O C O

 3.  What do you understand by chemical 
formula of a compound? What is its 
significance?

4.  Define the following terms with an example 
for each.

 a. Element
 b. Compound
 c. Metal 
 d. Non-metal 
 e. Metalloid

 5.  Write the symbols for the following elements 
and classify them as solid, liquid and gas.

  Aluminum, Carbon, Chlorine, Mercury, 
Hydrogen and Helium 

 6.  Classify the following as metals, non-metals 
and metalloids.

  Sodium, Bismuth, Silver, Nitrogen, Silicon, 
Carbon, Chlorine, Iron, Copper

 7.  Classify the following as elements and 
compounds.

  Water, Common salt, Sugar, Carbon dioxide, 
Iodine and Lithium

 8.  Write the chemical formula for the following 
elements.

 a. Hydrogen b. Nitrogen 
 c. Ozone d. Sulphur

 9.   What are elements? What are they made of? 
Give two examples.

10. Define molecule.

11. What are compounds? Give two examples.

12.  Give an example for the elements derived 
from their Latin names.

13. What is atomicity of elements?

14. Calculate the atomicity of H2SO4.

VI. Answer in detail.
1. Differentiate metals and non-metals.

2. Explain the characteristics of compounds

3.  Describe the different ways in which we 
can write the symbols of elements. Give 
appropriate examples.
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4.  Differentiate between elements and 
compounds.

5. Write any five characteristics of compounds.
6.  Compare the properties of metals and non-

metals. Give three examples for each.
7. Write down the properties of metalloids.

VII. Rewrite the given sentence in correct form.

1.   Elements contain two or more kind of atoms 
and compounds contain only one kind of 
atom.

VIII. Higher Order Thinking Skills.

1.  List out the metals, non-metals and 
metalloids which you use in your house, 
schools. Compare their properties.

2.  What changes take place in the movement 
and arrangement of particles during 
heating process?

3.  In the diagram given below, the circle, 
square and triangle represent the atoms of 
different elements.

 

 Identify all combinations that represent
 a.  molecule of a compound
 b.   molecule of an element consisting of two 

atoms
 c.   molecule of an element consisting of three 

atoms 

4.  Aakash noticed that the metal latch on gate 
was difficult to open during hot sunny days. 
However, it was not difficult to open the same 
latch at night. Aakash observed that the latch 
and the gate are exposed to the sun during 
day time.

 a.  Formulate a hypothesis based on the 
information provided.

 b.  Briefly state how you would test the 
hypothesis.

IX  Consider the following statements 
and choose the correct option.

1. Assertion: Oxygen is a compound.
  Reason: Oxygen cannot be broken down 

into anything simpler.
2. Assertion: Hydrogen is an element.
  Reason: Hydrogen cannot be broken down 

into anything simpler.
3. Assertion: Air is a compound.
  Reason: Air consists of carbon dioxide.
4. Assertion: Air is a mixture of elements only.
  Reason: Only nitrogen, oxygen and neon 

gases exist in air.
5. Assertion: Mercury is solid in room 

temperature.
  Reason: Mercury is a non-metal.

a.  Both assertion and reason are true and 
reason is the correct explanation of 
assertion.

b.  Both assertion and reason are true, but 
reason is not the correct explanation of 
assertion.

c. Assertion is true but reason is false.
d. Assertion is false but reason is true.
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Matter around us

Let’s build the molecules.

Matter around us URL:
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-a-molecule

ICT CORNER

*Pictures are indicative only

*If browser requires, allow Flash Player or Java Script to load the page.

PROCEDURE :

Step 1: Use the URL to reach stimulation page. Click ‘Download’ and   launch the stimulation.

Step 2: Drag the atoms from the kit which is at the bottom of the display to ‘make molecule’. 
Click on “3D” to see the molecule in 3 dimension. And drag that molecule to ‘Your 
molecule collection’ on the left side window.

Step 3: Click on the ‘collect multiple’ tab on the top of the window for more molecules. 

Step 4: Click on the ‘Larger molecules’ tab  to make larger molecules.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Step 4
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After studying this unit, students will be able to: 

 know the structure of an atom.

 know the position of the sub-atomic particles.

 understand and compare the properties of sub-atomic particles.

 understand the terms atomic number and mass number.

 calculate the number of protons, electrons and neutrons in an atom from 
the symbols given in the periodic table.

 understand the term valency. 

Learning Objectives

Unit
4

Atomic Structure

Gluon
Proton

Quark Up

Atom

Molecule

Matter

Atomic 
Nucleus

Neutron

Quark 
Down Strings

Electron

Form the Matter Molecule Atom to the 
Quark to the Strings
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Introduction

In the last chapter we studied that anything 
around us is matter and it is made up of  
molecules. The molecules are combination of 
atoms of different elements or the same element. 
Table, chair, bag, book, chalk and  blackboard, 
in short everything you see around are made up 
of atoms. Atoms are the smallest particles. They 
cannot be seen even through a  microscope. In 
this lesson, we are going to study about atomic 
theories, sub-atomic particles, atomic number 
and mass number and valency.

4.1   Atomic Theories

An atom is thousand times smaller than 
the thickest human hair. It has an average 
diameter of 0.000000001 m or 1 × 10-9 m. To 
understand the size of an atom, now let us find 
what is the size of known things like pencil, red 
blood cell, virus and dust particle.

Pencil (1 × 10-2 m)

Virus (1 × 10-6 m) 

Red Blood Cell (1 × 10-4 m)

Dust Particle (1 × 10-7 m)

Now you could imagine how small an 
atom would be.

Many scientists have studied the structure 
of the atom and advanced their theories about 
it. The theories proposed by Dalton, Thomson 
and Rutherford are given below.

Atom (1 × 10-10 m)

4.1.1 Dalton’s atomic theory

John Dalton 
proposed an atomic 
theory in the year 
1808. He proposed that 
matter consists of very 
small particles which 
he named atoms. An 
atom is the smallest indivisible particle. It 
is spherical in shape. His theory does not 
propose anything about the positive and 
negative charges of an atom. Hence, it was 
not able to explain many of the properties of 
substances.

 Nanometer is the smallest 
unit used to measure small 
lengths. One nanometer 
is equal to 1 × 10-9 m. 

4.1.2 Thomson’s theory 
In 1897 J.J Thomoson 
proposed a different 
theory. He compared an 
atom to a watermelon. 
His theory proposed that 
an atom has positively 
charged part like the red 
part of the watermelon and in it are embedded, 
like the seeds, negatively charged particles 

John Dalton

J.J. Thomson
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the sheet. Rutherford considered this remarkable 
and miraculous as if a bullet had turned back 
after colliding with tissue paper. Based on this 
experiment, Rutherford proposed his famous 
theory. They are:

1.  The fact that most alpha particles pass 
through the gold sheet means that the atom 
consists mainly of empty space.

2.  The part from which the positively charged 
particles turned back is positively charged 
but it is very small in size as compared to 
the empty space.

From these inferences, Rutherford 
presented his theory of the structure of atoms. 
For this theory, he was awarded the Nobel prize 
for chemistry.

Rutherford’s theory proposes the following.

1. The nucleus at the centre of the atom has 
positive charge. Most of  the mass of the 
atom is concentrated in the nucleus.

2. The negatively charged electrons revolve 
around the nucleus in specific orbits. 

3. In comparison with the size of the atom, the 
nucleus is very very small.

which he called electrons. According to this 
theory as the positive and negative charges 
are equal, the atom as a whole does not have 
any resultant charge.

Thomson’s greatest contribution was 
to prove the existence of the negatively 
charged particles or electrons in an atom by 
experimentation. For this discovery, he was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1906. Although 
this theory explained why an atom is neutral, 
it was  an incomplete theory in other ways.

4.1.3 Rutherford’s theory
There were 

shortcoming in 
Thomson's theory. 
Earnest Rutherford 
gave a better 
understanding.  Earnest 
Rutherford conducted 
an experiment. He 
bombarded a very thin layer of gold with 
positively charged alpha rays. He found that most 
of these rays which travel at a great velocity passed 
through thin gold sheet without encountering any 
obstacles. A few are, however, turned back from 

Rutherford 

ACTIVITY 1

Some known objects and its broken particles are shown. 
1.  Name the objects you see here. Also try to write the particles by which each of 

them are made of?

1. --------------------

2. --------------------

3. --------------------

4. --------------------
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Proton (p)
The proton is the positively charged particle 

and it is located at the nucleus. Its positive 
charge is of the same magnitude as that of the 
electron’s negative charge.

Neutron (n)
Neutron is inside the nucleus. The neutron 

does not have any charge. Except hydrogen 
(protium), the nucleus of all atoms contain 
neutrons. Protons and neutrons are the two 
types of particles in the nucleus of an atom. 
They are called nucleons.

Electron (e)
This is a negatively charged particle. 

Electrons revolve around the nucleus of the 
atom in specific orbits. The mass of an electron 
is negligible as compared to that of a proton or 
neutron. Hence, the mass of an atom depends 
on the number of protons and neutrons in the 
nucleus.

The total negative charge of all the electrons 
outside the nucleus is equal to the total positive 
charge in the nucleus. That makes the atom 
electrically neutral.

4.2   The sub-atomic particles

The discoveries made 
during the twentieth century 
proved that atoms of all 
elements are made up of smaller 
components - electron, proton 
and neutron. An electron from hydrogen atom is 
no different from the electron of a carbon atom. 
In the same manner, protons and neutrons of 
all elements also have same characteristics. 
These particles that make up the atom are called 
'subatomic particles'. 

Hard and solid
sphere

Negatively
charged electrons

Positive charge

Negatively charged
electrons

Positive
charged nucleus

Empty
space

+

Thomson’s model
Year: 1897

Rutherford’s model
Year: 1911

Dalton’s model
Year: 1808

Stages of discovery of the consitituents of an atom

You have around 7 billion 
atoms in your body, yet you 
replace about 98% of them 
every year!
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Table 4.1 Charge and mass of  sub-atomic particles

Particle Discoverer Symbol Charge Mass (kg)
Proton Goldstein p +1 1.6726 × 10-27 
Electron Sir John Joseph Thomson e -1 9.1093 × 10-31

Neutron James Chadwick n 0 1.6749 × 10-27

ACTIVITY 2

Look at the given diagram and answer the 
following questions.

+
+

++
+

–

–
–

–

–

1. The positively charged particle is 
_______________ .

2. The negatively charged particle is  
_______________ .

3. _______________  is the neutral 
particle. 

4.3   Atomic number and Mass number

If all the elements are 
made up of same sub-atomic 
particles, how will a carbon 
atom differ from an iron 
atom? Further investigations 
led to the discovery that the number of protons 
inside the nucleus of an atom determines what 
element it is. For example, if the nucleus has only 
one proton, then all such atoms are hydrogen 
atoms. If there are eight protons then that atom 
is oxygen.

Is the structure of an atom 
same as the structure of 
the solar system? Yes ! It is  
similar to the solar system. 

It has a core (center) called nucleus and it 
has paths called orbits around the nucleus.

4.3.1 Atomic number (z)
The number of electrons or protons in an 

atom is called the atomic number of  that atom. 
It is represented by the letter Z. If we know the 
atomic number of an  atom, we can find the 
number of electrons or protons in it.

Look at the figures. The  nucleus of 
hydrogen atom has one proton around which 
revolves one electron. It means that its atomic 
number (z) is 1.

Hydrogen Helium

Oxygen

e–

e–

e–

e–

e–

e–

e–

e–

e–
e–

e–

p+ 2p+

2n

8p+

8n

In a helium atom, there are two protons 
in the nucleus and two electrons revolving in 
the orbit around the nucleus. So, the atomic 
number(z) of helium is 2.

Look at the atomic structure of oxygen 
shown in the figure. What is its atomic number?
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While writing  the symbol of an element, 
its atomic number and mass number are also 
written. For example, the symbols of hydrogen, 
carbon and oxygen are written as 1H1, 6C12, 8O16 
respectively. All the elements in the periodic 
table have the following combination of protons, 
electrons and neutrons.

Element Symbol 
Number of proton, 
electron, neutron,  

Carbon 6C12 6p,6e,6n

Beryllium 4Be9 4p,4e,5n

Nitrogen 7N14 7p,7e,7n

Boron 5B11 5p,5e,6n

Isotopes
Atoms of element can have different 

number of neutrons. Such atoms will 
have same atomic number but different 
mass numbers. These atoms are called 
isotopes. For example, hydrogen has 
three isotopes. They are: Proteum (1H1), 
Deuterium (1H2), Tritium (1H3).

Isobars
Atoms that have the same mass 

number but different atomic numbers are 
called isobars. Example: Calcium (20Ca40), 
Argon (18Ar40).

Try yourself

If the atomic number of carbon is 6, what 
is the number of electrons revolving in its 
orbit?

4.3.2  Mass number (A) or  
Atomic mass

We have seen that the mass of an atom is 
concentrated in its nucleus. From this, we can 
get the mass number (A). It is equal to the sum 
of the number of protons (p) and number of 
neutrons (n) in the nucleus.

Atomic mass or Mass number

 = Number of Protons + Number of Neutrons

A = p + n

Lithium atom contains 3 protons and 4 
neutrons.  Its mass number (A) = 3+4 = 7. In 
a sodium atom, there are 11 Protons and 12 
neutrons. Hence, its mass number (A)  is 23 
(11 + 12).

Try yourself

1.   Why the atomic numbers and mass 
numbers are always whole numbers?

2.   A sulphur atom contains 16 protons 
and 16 neutrons. Calculate its atomic 
number and mass number.

Element Symbol Atomic 
number

Protons 
(p) Neutrons(n) Mass 

number(p+n)
Hydrogen H 1 1 0 1

Helium He 2 2 2 4

Aluminium Al 13 13 14 27

Oxygen O 8 8 8 16

Sodium Na 11 11 12 23

Table 4.3 Elements and their symbols with their atomic number and mass number
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ACTIVITY 3

Observe the table given above and answer the following questions.

1.  I am used for breathing, without me you cannot live. Write my name and symbol. 

_______________________________________________________________________.

2.  It is used in filling the balloons. It is a gas, identify it. What is its mass number?
_______________________________________________________________________.

3. Name the element present in banana. What is its atomic number?
_______________________________________________________________________.

4. I am found in crackers. How many protons do I have?
_______________________________________________________________________.

5. I am the most valuable element. Find who am I. Can you say my mass number?
_______________________________________________________________________.

H
Hydrogen

Atomic Number: 1
Atomic Mass: 1

Protons: 1
Neutrons: 0
Electrons: 1

Atomic Number: 2
Atomic Mass: 4

Protons: 2
Neutrons: 2
Electrons: 2

Atomic Number: 3
Atomic Mass: 7

Protons: 3
Neutrons: 4
Electrons: 3

Atomic Number: 4
Atomic Mass: 9

Protons: 4
Neutrons: 5
Electrons: 4

Atomic Number: 5
Atomic Mass: 11

Protons: 5
Neutrons: 6
Electrons: 5

Atomic Number: 9
Atomic Mass: 19

Protons: 9
Neutrons: 10
Electrons: 9

Atomic Number: 7
Atomic Mass: 14

Protons: 7
Neutrons: 7
Electrons: 7

Atomic Number: 6
Atomic Mass: 12

Protons: 6
Neutrons: 6
Electrons: 6

Atomic Number: 15
Atomic Mass: 31

Protons: 15
Neutrons: 16
Electrons: 15

Atomic Number: 17
Atomic Mass: 35

Protons: 17
Neutrons: 18
Electrons: 17

Atomic Number: 16
Atomic Mass: 32

Protons: 16
Neutrons: 16
Electrons: 16

Atomic Number: 18
Atomic Mass: 39

Protons: 19
Neutrons: 20
Electrons: 19

Atomic Number: 19
Atomic Mass: 39

Protons: 19
Neutrons: 20
Electrons: 19

Atomic Mass: 20
Atomic Number: 40

Protons: 20
Neutrons: 20
Electrons: 20

Atomic Number: 14
Atomic Mass: 28

Protons: 14
Neutrons: 14
Electrons: 14

Atomic Number: 13
Atomic Mass: 27

Protons: 13
Neutrons: 14
Electrons: 13

Atomic Number: 12
Atomic Mass: 24

Protons: 12
Neutrons: 12
Electrons: 12

Atomic Number: 11
Atomic Mass: 23

Protons: 11
Neutrons: 12
Electrons: 11

Atomic Number: 8
Atomic Mass: 16

Protons: 8
Neutrons: 8
Electrons: 8

Atomic Number: 10
Atomic Mass: 20

Protons: 10
Neutrons: 10
Electrons: 10

C
Carbon

Ca
Calcium

K
Potassium

Ar
Argon

Cl
Chlorine

S
Sulfur

P
Phosphorus

Si
Silicon

Al
Aluminium

MgNa
Sodium

N
Nitrogen

O
Oxygen

F
Fluorine

Ne
Neon

He
Helium

Li
Lithium

Be
Beryllium

B
Boron

Magnesium

4.4   Valency

When we shake hands with others, we can 
either shake hand with one persons using one 
hand or shake hand with two persons using both 

our hands. If we have more hands, we can shake 
hands with more persons. In the same manner 
atoms can share either one electron or two or 
three or four electrons and some cannot share 
any electron. This property is called valency.
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What makes atoms stick 
together?
Electrons carry a negative 
electric charge, and protons 

carry a positive charge. The attraction 
between them holds electrons in orbits.

Valency is the combining property of an 
atom. It is a measure of how many hydrogen 
atoms it can combine with. For example, 
oxygen can combine with two hydrogen atoms 
and create water molecule. So, the valency of 
oxygen atom is two. In the case of chlorine, it 
can combine with only one hydrogen to create 
HCl (hydrochloric acid). Here, the valency 
of chlorine is one. Methane has one carbon 
atom combining with four hydrogen atoms 
to form methane (CH4) molecule. Can you 
guess the valency of carbon in methane? In 
ammonia molecule, nitrogen combines with 
three hydrogen atoms. What is the valency of 
nitrogen in ammonia?

Atoms of different elements combine 
with each other to form molecules. Valency 
determines the number of atoms of an element 
that combines with atom or atoms of another 
type. 

The element having valency one is called 
monovalent. Example: Hydrogen and Sodium. 
The elements having valency two are called 
divalent. Example: Oxygen and Beryllium. The 
elements having valency three are called trivalent. 
Example: Nitrogen and Aluminium. Some 

elements exhibit more than one valency. For 
example; iron combines with oxygen to form two 
types of oxides namely, ferrous oxide (exhibits 
valency 2) and ferric oxide (exhibits valency 3). 
We will study about them in detail later. 

When atoms of different elements combine 
with each other, molecules of compounds are 
formed. In these instances, it is necessary to 
know the valancies of those elements. Valencies 
of some elements are given in Table 4.4.

Points to Remember

  An atom is the smallest particle of an element 
that retains its chemical properties. They are 
very tiny compared to other particles.

  Atoms are too small to be seen by the naked 
eye or even through microscope.

  An atom consists mostly of empty space.
  Atoms of same element are identical, and 

atoms of different elements differ.
  An atom consists of a dense nucleus which has  

positively-charged protons and electrically-
neutral neutrons.

  The protons and neutrons are called nucleons.
  An atom is electrically neutral. They contain 

equal number of protons and electrons.
  Atomic number is the number of protons in an 

atom.
  The total number of protons and neutrons 

present in the nucleus of an atom is called its  
mass number.

  Valency is defined as the combining capacity 
of an element.

Table 4.4 Elements and their symbols with their atomic number and mass number and valency.

Element Symbol Atomic Number Mass Number Valency

Hydrogen H 1 1 1
Carbon C 6 12 4
Oxygen O 8 16 2
Sodium Na 11 23 1
Calcium Ca 20 40 2
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I.  Choose the appropriate answer.

1.  The basic unit of matter is ________
 a. element b. atom
 c. molecule d. electron 

2.  The sub-atomic particle which revolves 
around the nucleus is _______

 a. atom  b. neutron
 c. electron d. proton

3. _______ is positively charged.
 a. Pr  oton b. Electron
 c. Molecule d. Neutron

4. The atomic number of an atom is the _______

 a. number of neutrons
 b. number of protons
 c.  total number of protons and neutrons
 d. number of atoms

5. Nucleons comprises of _______________

 a. protons and electrons 
 b. neutrons and electrons
 c. protons and neutrons
 d. neutrons and positron

II.  Fill in the blanks.

1. The smaller particles found in the atom are 
called _________________.

2. The nucleus has __________________ and 
_______________ .

3. The _______________ revolve around the 
nucleus.

4. If the valency of carbon is 4 and that of 
hydrogen is 1, then the molecular formula 
of methane is_________________ .

Evaluation

5. There are two electrons in the outermost 
orbit of the magnesium atom. Hence, the 
valency of magnesium is_______________ .

III.  Match the following.

Valency Fe
Neutral particle Proton

Iron
Electrons in the 
outermost orbit

Hydrogen Neutron
Positively charged 
particle

Monovalent

IV.  State true or false. If false, correct the 
statement.

1. The basic unit of an element is molecule.

2. The electrons are positively charged.

3. An atom is electrically neutral.

4. The nucleus is surrounded by protons. 

V. Complete the analogy.

1. Sun : Nucleus :: Planets : ________________.

2. Atomic number : ________________ :: 
Mass number : Number of protons and 
neutrons.

3. K: Potassium :: C : ____________________.

VI.  Consider the following statements and 
choose the correct option.

1.  Assertion: An atom is electrically neutral.
  Reason: Atoms have equal number of 

protons and electrons.

2.  Assertion: The mass of an atom is the mass 
of its nucleus.

 Reason: The nucleus is at the centre.
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Calculate the number of electrons, protons 
and neutrons in its atom. Draw the structure.

3. What are nucleons? Why are they called so? 
Write the properties of the nucleons.

4. Define valency. What is the valency of the 
element with atomic number 8? What is 
the compound format by this element with 
hydrogen? 

X.   Higher Order Thinking Skills.

1. An atom of an element has no electron. Will 
that atom have any mass or not? Can an atom 
exist without electron? If so then give example.

2. What is common salt? Name the elements 
present in it. Write the formula of common 
salt. What are the atomic number and the 
mass number of the elements? Write the 
ions in the compound.

XI.  Project.

To have an idea of what atoms are, students 
can be asked to construct atoms using pipe 
cleaners (thin metal wires-electron shells), pom-
poms (balls-different colours for protons and 
neutrons) and beads (electrons). Students will love 
and enjoy putting them together and they look 
great hanging from the ceiling in the classroom.

3.  Assertion: The number of protons or the 
number of neutrons is known as atomic 
number.

  Reason: The mass number is the sum of 
protons and neutrons.

VII.  Answer very briefly.

1. Define – Atom.
2. Name the sub-atomic particles.
3. What is atomic number?
4. What are the characteristics of proton?
5. Why neutrons are called neutral particles?

VIII.  Answer briefly.

1. Distinguish isotopes from isobar.
2. What are isotones? Give one example.
3. Differentiate mass number from atomic 

number.
4. The atomic number of an element is 9. It has 10 

neutrons. Find the element from the periodic 
table. What will be its mass number?

IX.  Answer in detail.

1. Draw the structure of an atom and explain 
the position of the sub-atomic particles.

2. The atomic number and the mass number 
of an element is 26 and 56 respectively. 
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Atomic Structure

Let’s build an atom.

Atomic Structure URL:
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-an-atom

ICT CORNER

*Pictures are indicative only

*If browser requires, allow Flash Player or Java Script to load the page.

PROCEDURE :

Step 1: Use the URL to reach stimulation page. Click  play button to launch the simulation.

Step 2: Click on the”ATOM” , a new window will be open. Drag the particles (Protons, 
Neutrons and Electrons) from the baskets which is at the bottom of the display.

Step 3: You  can observe the changes in ‘Elements, Net charge and Mass number’ at the 
right side windows.  

Step 4:  Click on the ‘Symbol” at the bottom. Drag the  particles and get the Symbol of the 
element.

Step 5: Click on the”GAME”  and play the games.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Step 4
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Physical and Chemical
Changes of Matter

Physical 
Changes of Matter

Butter

Ice Cube Ice Cube Melts

Butter Melts Nail Rusty Nail

Dough Baking Bread

Chemical
Changes of Matter

 To state the effect of heat on solid, liquid and gas and the associated changes in the 
arrangement of particles upon heating

 To differentiate physical change and chemical change on the basis of 
particle theory

 To involve in experiments crystallizing copper sulphate, melting ice, 
freezing water, sublimating camphor.

 To identify the process as a physical change or chemical change based on its characteristics

 To clarify the process of rusting, burning of paper, curdling of milk, reaction of baking 
soda with lemon juice

 To distinguish periodic and non-periodic changes

 To experience the endothermic and exothermic changes through simple activities

Learning Objectives

Unit
3

Changes Around Us
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will become water vapour. It remains water at all 
times; that is, water remains the same, only its 
volume changes and hence it is called as physical 
change. Whereas in case of burning of paper, 
changes to carbon dioxide and other substances. 
Now we cannot get back the paper after burning. 
As there is a change in the chemical nature, it is 
called as chemical change. 

When you mix sugar in water, is it a 
chemical change or physical change?

Look at the following list. Identify the 
physical and chemical changes and fill in the 
given table. 

(rusting of iron, digestion of food, boiling 
egg, rotting banana, mixing sand and water, 
chopping wood, crushing a can, mixtures of 
different coloured buttons, burning of wood)

Introduction
Changes take place around us all the time. 

A change refers to an alteration in physical 
properties or alteration in the composition of 
matter. For example, ice melts on heating, that 
is, it changes from a solid to liquid. On further 
heating, water starts evaporating; it changes 
from a liquid to gas. Here, there is a change in 
the physical state of the substance. Let us look 
at another change, that is, when objects made 
of iron are exposed to moist conditions, a 
reddish-brown new substance called rust forms 
on the surface of these objects. In this instance 
of rusting, there is change in the composition 
of the substance. Thus, the change involves 
an alteration in the properties such as colour, 
texture and the state of the substance since there 
is formation of a new substance. 

Let us go for another set of example. Heat a 
cup of water and a paper. The water upon heating 
become just hotter and hotter and at some point 
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3.1  Effect of heat on solid, liquid and 
gases

Upon heating, particle 
arrangement within the state 
of matter gets disturbed. The 
disturbance is seen either as 
expansion or contraction. 

When heated or cooled, the object may expand 
or contract, but the mass remains the same. That 
is, the number of particles that was inside the 
object does not undergo any change, only the 
arrangement of the particle changes. When a 
glass of water is heated, its volume increases and 
if a glass of water is cooled its volume decreases. 

In class six, we read that matter is classified 
as solid, liquid and gas based on the physical 
state. We know that matter is made up of tiny 
particles, atoms and molecules; particles are in 
constant and random movement. Let us have 
a look at the summary of the characteristics of 
solid, liquid and gas. 

When the arrangement of the particles in 
a substance change for any reason (applying 
pressure, altering temperature and other 
different reasons) the physical state of the 
substance gets changed. 

Let us see what happens when we apply 
heat to the substances. 

Solid Liquid Gas

In which par�cles
are very close
together.

Par�cles are
arranged in a fixed
regular pa�ern.

Par�cles can
vibrate about their
fixed posi�ons.

In which par�cles
are close together.

Par�cles are not
arranged in a fixed

regular pa�ern.

Par�cles are able
to slide past one

another.

Par�cles are far
apart from each

other.

Par�cles are not
arranged in a fixed

regular pa�ern.

Par�cles move
freely over long

distances.

Physical Changes Chemical Changes
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density, viscosity, solubility, mass, volume and 
so on. Any change in these physical properties 
is referred to as a physical change. For example, 
when a rubber band is stretched, it elongates. 
However, when then stretching is stopped, the 
rubber band comes back to its original state 
and shape. In this example, there is no new 
substance formed but the rubber band remains 
the same before and after elongation. 

3.2.1  Characteristics of a physical 
change

A physical change has following characteristics:

 During a physical change, no new substances 
are formed. In a physical change, the 
chemical properties of a substance do not 
change. For example, when ice cube melts, 
water is formed. In this change, there is no 
new substance, but water is same both in ice 
and in water. 

 A physical change is usually temporary and 
reversible in nature. For example, when 
water is heated, water vapours are formed, 
once water vapours are cooled, water can be 
obtained again. 

 In a physical change, the chemical properties 
of a substance do not change. For example, 
when a piece of gold is melted, its chemical 
composition remains the same in the solid 
form and also in the liquid form. 

 In a physical change, the physical properties 
such as colour, shape and size of a substance 
may undergo a change . For example, cutting 
of vegetables and inflating a balloon are 
some examples of physical changes in which 
size and shape of a substance undergoes a 
change. we know it is not

Such changes where there is change in 
volume but mass remaining the same are called 
physical changes and they can be pictorially 
depicted as follows:

Effect of heat again
and heat loss

May result in
Mel�ng, Boiling,

Freezing and
Condensa�on

May result in
Expansion or
Contrac�on

During which
volume changes;

mass is conserved

This brings about
Change in state

There are other possibilities that can occur 
upon heating the solids, liquids and gases. The 
possible changes are due to melting, boiling, 
freezing and condensation during which there 
is change in the physical state of the particles of 
the matter. Let us discuss about them in detail 
in a short while.

Let us now see some physical changes and the 
underlying reasons as why they are simply 
physical changes. 

3.2 Physical changes

Physical changes are the changes in which 
only physical properties of a substance undergo 
a change and there is no change in its chemical 
composition. There is no new substance formed 
in a physical change. Physical properties 
include lustre, malleability (flexibility), and 
ductility (ability to be drawn into a thin wire), 
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of ice cubes when it is kept in room temperature. 
The ice cubes / ice-cream melt. Right! Can you 
give reason for that?  The ice kept in the beaker 
receives heat from the surrounding air, to melt 
and form water. 

ACTIVITY 1

Melting of ice and freezing of water
Though ice and water look different, they 
are both made of water molecules. This 
means that no new substance is formed 
during the melting of ice, only a change of 
state from solid to liquid takes place during 
the melting of ice. So, the melting of ice to 
form water is a physical change. 

  The change which occurs during the 
melting of ice to form water can be reversed 
easily by freezing the water to form ice 
again by keeping a beaker of water in the 
freezer zone of a refrigerator. 

Thus we can find that 

Solid Liquid
heating

Solid Liquid
cooling

Melting is the changing of a solid into its 
liquid state and it happens by heating, whereas 
Freezing is the changing of a liquid into its solid 
state and it happens by cooling.

3.3.2 Vapourization 
Look at a kettle kept on the fire. The 

bubbles form and the liquid water becomes 

 3.3 Changes of state

Change of state of 
a substance is one of the 
major physical changes we 
encounter in daily lives. 
We have read about simple 
changes of physical state 
such as melting of ice in our previous classes. 

The following are some of the changes of state:

from Solid → to Liquid is Melting

from Liquid → to Gas  is Vaporization

from Liquid → to Solid is Freezing

from Gas → to Liquid is Condensation

from Solid → to Gas is Sublimation

Melting, vaporization, and sublimation 
occur when heated and hence it is called as 
endothermic process. In an endothermic 
process, the speed of the molecules is increased 
hence they move faster. 

In contrast, such as in freezing and 
condensation, heat is removed, resulting in the 
decreasing the speed of the molecules causing 
them move slower. Such processes are called as 
exothermic process. 

In the next section we will look at each of 
these physical changes.

3.3.1 Melting
You have seen a puddle of water getting 

pooled around the glass of ice-cream or a glass 
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water vapour, if you heat it sufficiently. 

However, when you put a wet cloth to dry, 
the water evaporates into air, leaving the clothes 
dry.

That is there are two types of vaporization: 
boiling and evaporation, the first one is by 
heating and the second type of vapourization is 
natural. 

Boiling is the process of conversion of 
a liquid into vapours on heating. In gaseous 
state, only the arrangement of molecules 
changes, there is no change in their chemical 
composition. So, boiling is a physical change.

Particles of a gas

Particles of a liquid
Upon heating a liquid, the particles gain 

energy and vibrate more vigorously. When the 
particles possess enough energy, they overcome 
the strong forces of attraction between one 
another. The particles break free from one 
another and move randomly. For example, 
when liquid water is heated to 100ºC, it boils 
to become steam. Boiling occurs when the 

boiling point is reached. 
The liquid changes to its 
gaseous state.

Evaporation
Take a glass of water. All 
the water molecules are 
moving here and there at 
different velocities (shown as arrows of different 
lengths). Some of the molecules, especially at 
the surface, could be moving in a direction away 
from the liquid, and have adequate energy to 
overcome the attractive force (surface tension) 
of the liquid, then that molecule will escape 
into the air. Thus slowly and steadily the water 
molecules escape, or said to evaporate, and the  
water level in the glass decreases as the time 
passes. Note that the temperature of the water 
did not rise to the level of boiling point of water. 
Nor were there any bubbles formed like boiling. 

Evaporation is the technique used to 
separate dissolved solids from a solid-liquid 
mixture. This is the technique used to extract 
salt from sea water in salt pans. Shallow level 
of sea water is impounded. Slowly the water 
evaporates due to action of Sun. Ultimately salt 
deposits over the ground we can understand. 
Evaporation makes use of the fact that the 
solvent in a solution can vapourise at any 
temperature, leaving behind a residue of the 
solid that was dissolved in the liquid. 

From drying clothes to drying fish, 
evaporation is used. 

Factors affecting the rate of evaporation
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Activity 2
You must be remembering an activity 

done in Class six, in which we have taken two 
same shaped glasses and fill them with equal 
amount of water from same tap. We kept 
one under the hot sun and other under the 
shadow. After three to four hours, we saw that 
there is difference in water levels. The one kept 
in the hot place witness more evaporation 
compared to the one in shade. From this we 
can conclude that higher the temperature, 
the rate of evaporation will be more. As the 
temperature increases, more molecules are 
able to break free from the surface. Thus 
the rate of evaporation increases with rising 
temperature. 

Activity 3
Take two pans, one wide and another 

narrow. Fill hot water in both to the same 
depth. Keep them in open. Observe after one 
to two hours. The pan that is wide has cooled 
more than the narrow one. That is more the 
surface area; the rate of evaporation is more.

Wind

From this, can you guess why we unfurl 
the clothes while putting them to dry, rather 
than just drape them over the cloth line? 

Evaporation is a slow process and occurs 
only at the surface of the liquid. 

3.3.3 Freezing
Water in the freezer compartment of a 

refrigerator gets cooled and solidifies to form 
ice. In this case, the liquid water changes into 
solid water called ice.

Only a change in state (from liquid to 
solid) takes place during the freezing of water 
to form ice, but no new substance is formed. 
So, the freezing of water is a physical change. 

Upon cooling a liquid, the particles loose 
energy and vibrate less vigorously. When 
the particles possess less energy, they can 
experience strong forces of attraction between 
one another. The particles move closer to 
each other and movement of particles is also 
restricted. For example, when liquid water 
is cooled to 0º C, it freezes to become ice. 
Freezing occurs when the freezing point is 
reached. The liquid changes to its solid state. 

Greater the surface of conversion of 
a liquid, more molecules are available for 
evaporation.

Activity 4 
Take sugar solution in a shallow, broad 

bowl. Place the bowl in hot sun for a few 
hours. See that the bowl does not get any 
disturbance for the whole day. You can 
see that the solvent in the sugar solution 
evaporates leaving the sugar crystals in the 
bowl.

ACTIVITY 
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The arrangement of particles in liquid and solid 
are diagrammatically represented as follows:

Particles of a liquid Particles of a solid 

3.3.4 Condensation
We would have observed that the plate 

that covers the cooked food items have water 
droplets inside. Why? 

The water vapour emerges from the hot 
food and goes up. The plate covering the food 
item is in relative less temperature than the hot 
food. Thus the more energetic molecules loose 
energy once they touch the cooler plate. As the 
molecules lose heat, they lose energy and slow 
down. They move closer to other gas molecules. 
Finally these molecules collect together to 
form a liquid. Condensation happens when 
molecules in a gas cool down.

In class six, you learnt about water cycle 
in which you already know how the clouds 
are formed from water vapour. Water vapour 

condenses to form clouds.

Condensation is the conversion of gas 
into its liquid state. The liquid obtained after 
condensation can be converted back into 
gas on heating. So, condensation is also a 
physical process. During this process, only the 
arrangement of molecules changes from the 
gaseous state to liquid state. So, condensation 
is a physical change.

Gas Liquid
cooling

Liquid  Gas
heating

Condensation is the changing of a gas 
into its liquid state and it happens by cooling, 
whereas Evaporation is the changing of a liquid 
into its gas state and it happens by heating.

3.3.5 Sublimation
We have seen camphor being burnt at home, 

kept in rooms to prevent entry of mosquitoes. 
Have you ever noticed camphor becoming 
liquid at any point of time? ..................... It will 
not. 

There are certain solid substances like 
camphor, naphthalene that get converted 
into gas directly upon heating without 
becoming liquid. This process in which a 
solid is converted directly into gas is called 
sublimation.

In each of the above said processes, there is 
a change of state due to change in temperature. 
But there is no change in chemical composition. 
By changing the temperature all these changes 
can be reversed. We know that change of a 
physical state is only a physical change. So, 
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evaporation, boiling, condensation, melting 
and freezing are all physical processes

ACTIVITY 5

Sublimation
  Take some camphor in a porcelain dish 
and cover it with a clean glass funnel. Close 
the mouth of the funnel with small amount 
of cotton wool. Heat the contents in the 
dish. can you see that camphor changes 
into vapour state without becoming liquid.

  Ammonium chloride is another substance 
that undergoes sublimation.

3.3.6 Crystallization
Though not mentioned earlier, 

crystallization is also a special form of physical 
change. The soluble impurities get removed 
from certain solids by crystallization. The 
process of cooling a hot, concentrated solution 
of a substance to obtain crystals is called 
crystallization. 

 We also know that sea-water contains salts 
dissolved in it and the salt can be separated 
from sea-water by the process of evaporation. 
The process of evaporation is not a good 
technique because the soluble impurities do 
not get removed in the process of evaporation. 

Further the crystals of salts obtained by the 
process of evaporation are small. The shape 
of crystals cannot be seen clearly. So the 
solid substances are usually purified by the 
process of crystallization. Large crystals of 
pure substances can be obtained from their 
solutions by the process of crystallization. 
Crystallization is a method of separation as 
well as a method of purification.

Evaporation

Condensation

LiquidGas

Freezing

Solid

Melting

ACTIVITY 6

Crystallizing copper sulphate
 Take about 100ml of water in a beaker. 
Heat the water over a burner till it boils. 
Add impure copper sulphate to the hot 
water with constant stirring. Continue to 
add copper sulphate till the solution takes 
up the added copper sulphate, that is, the 
added copper sulphate will not dissolve 
anymore. Filter the contents on a glass 
plate and allow it to cool. You could see 
crystals of copper sulphate in a few hours.
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3.4 Chemical changes 
Changes that occur with the formation 

of new substance with different chemical 
composition or transformation of a substance 
into another substance with the evolution or 
absorption of heat or light energy are termed 
as chemical changes. Rusting of iron, burning, 
curdling of milk, reaction of baking soda with 
lemon juice, fermentation are some examples of 
chemical changes.

Chemical changes are very important in 
our lives. All the new substances which we use in 
various fields of our life are produced as a result 
of chemical reactions. Some of the examples of 
the importance of chemical changes are given 
below:

i.  Metals are extracted from their naturally 
occurring compounds called ‘ores’ by a 
series of chemical changes.

ii. Medicines are prepared by carrying out a 
chain of chemical changes.

iii. The materials such as plastics, soaps, 
detergents, perfumes, acids, bases, salts etc 
are all made by carrying out various types of 
chemical changes.

iv. Every new material is discovered by studying 
different types of chemical changes.

In addition to new products, the following 
may also accompany a chemical change:

 ¾ Heat, light or any other radiation may be 
given off or absorbed.

 ¾ Sound may be produced
 ¾ A change in smell may take place (or) a new 

smell may be given off.
 ¾ A colour change may take place.
 ¾ A gas may be formed.

Explosion of a firework is a chemical change. 
We know that such an explosion produces heat, 
light, sound and unpleasant gases that pollute 
the atmosphere. That is why we are advised not 
to play with fireworks.

When food gets spoiled, it produces a foul 
smell. Shall we call this change as a chemical 
change? ………………… Discuss in the 
class. Give your reflections.

You must have noticed that a slice of 
an apple acquires a brown colour if it is not 
consumed immediately.  Colour of the potato 
remains the same when stored in water but there 
is change in colour with the piece kept in air. Look 
at the cut brinjal kept in air. The change of colour 
in these cases is due to the formation of some new 
substances which you will learn in higher classes. 
Are these not chemical changes?

Try yourself
Cut a fresh slice of potato and brinjal and keep it away for sometime.

Stored in water Stored out of 
water
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Discuss and give your answer
You know that plant produce their food by 
a process called photosynthesis. 
Can we call photosynthesis a chemical 
change?

3.4.1 Rusting of iron
In class six, we have already studied that 

rusting is an example of a chemical change. 
Now, shall we read why the process of rusting is 
called a chemical change. 

The Iron Pillar at Delhi

Amazingly there is an 
iron that did not rust!

There is an 
iron pillar at the Qutub 
complex in Delhi which 
is more than 1600 years 
age. Even after such a 
long period, the iron 
pillar kept in open spaces 
has not rusted at all. This 
shows that Indian scientists made great 
advances in metal making technology 
even at 16th century which enabled 
them to make this iron pillar having the 
quality of great rust resistance.

Rusting is one change that affects iron 
articles and slowly destroys them. Since iron is 
used in making bridges, ships, cars, truck bodies 
and many other articles, the monetary loss due 
to rusting is huge. The process of forming rust is 
represented as follows:

iron + oxygen + water→rust
2Fe + 2O2 from air + 2H2O  2Fe2O3 . H2O

For rusting to take place both oxygen and 
water (or even water vapour) is essential. In fact, 
if the content of moisture in air is high, the air 
is said to be more humid and eventually rusting 
is faster.

How can we prevent rusting?
Iron articles can be prevented from making 

contact with oxygen, water/water vapour. A 
simple way is to apply a coat of paint or grease. 
These coats should be applied regularly to 
prevent rusting.

Another way of preventing 
rusting is to deposit a layer 
of a metal like chromium 
or zinc on iron. This is 

called galvanization and you will learn 
about this detail in higher classes.

3.4.2 Burning
we have already studied that burning of 

paper is a fast change. Burning a piece of paper 
gives entirely new substances such as carbon-di-
oxide, water, water vapour, smoke and ash. Heat 
and light are also given out during the burning of 

ACTIVITY 7

Take a small piece of magnesium ribbon 
and clean it by rubbing its surface with a 
sand paper. Hold the magnesium ribbon at 
one end with a pair of tongs and bring its 
other end over the flame of a burner.
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paper. We cannot combine the products of burning 
of paper to form the original paper again. So, it is 
a permanent change. Now, shall we perform an 
activity of burning a piece of magnesium ribbon 
and find what type of change is it?

What do you observe?

You can see that the magnesium ribbon 
starts burning with a dazzling white light. Hold 
the burning magnesium ribbon over a watch 
glass so that the powdery ash being formed by 
the burning of magnesium collects in the watch 
glass.

When magnesium ribbon burns in air, 
then the magnesium metal combines with the 
oxygen of air to form a new substance called 
magnesium oxide. 

Magnesium + Oxygen  Magnesium oxide

2Mg + O2  2MgO

Magnesium oxide compound appears as a white 
powdery ash.

The burning of magnesium ribbon is a chemical 
change, because a new substance, magnesium 
oxide, is formed during this change. 

3.4.3 Curdling of milk
We know that curdling of milk is an 

example of irreversible change since we cannot 
get back the milk after curdling occurs. It is also 
called as a chemical change. Shall we clarify the 
process of curdling?

Curdling is a process in which liquid 
gradually turns into solid, forming clumps 
along the way. Take hot milk in a pan and add 
few drops of curd, in few minutes milk curdles 
forming lumpy solid masses. We can even add 
lemon extract to the hot milk to effect curdling 
immediately, but the taste and texture of the 

curd will not be the same as that of the curdling 
occurring in a few hours. You can try to taste 
the curd formed by immediate curdling and 
gradual curdling.

3.4.4 Fermentation
In class six, we saw an 

example that preparation of 
batter to produce idly is an 
example for irreversible change. 

Fermentation is the process in which 
microorganisms such as yeast and certain 
bacteria break down sugar solution into alcohol 
and carbon-di-oxide.

It is an irreversible process as the alcohol 
formed cannot be turned back into sugar. Thus, 
fermentation is a chemical change.

Yeast converts sugar Carbon
dioxide

Alcohol

Louis Pasteur (1822-
1895), a French 
chemist and 
microbiologist 

was the first person to describe 
the process of fermentation.

He described that fermentation 
occurs in the absence of air and in the 
presence of micro organisms such as yeast.  
He discovered the cure for rabies.
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So we can say that many chemical changes 
occur only when the substances are made to 
physically contact with each other.

We have tasted raw rice and cooked rice, 
Have not we? They are different in  their taste. 
Cooking is a process that is involved in the 
stated example, wherein rice is boiled with 
sufficient water.  It is the heat and the water that 
had brought the change in texture and taste 
of the rice before and after cooking.  Thus we 
can say that heating is a condition needed for a 
chemical change to occur.

We know  the use of  vanaspathi in cooking 
vanaspathi is obtained from vegetable oils by 
addition of hydrogen to the oils. nickel, platinum 
or palladium are used as catalyst during the 
process of hydrogenation of oils.

Catalysts are substances 
that speed up the process of 
a chemical change and it 
will not undergo any change 

during the course of the reaction.  For 
example, yeast acts as the catalyst in the 
fermentation of sugar.  You will learn more 
about catalyst in your higher classes.

Water is a chemical compound that 
remains as water when undisturbed.  But if a few 
drops of an acid is added to water and subjected 
to electrolysis by passing electric current, it 
decomposes into hydrogen and oxygen.  So, we 
can understand that electric current is also a 
condition that is needed for effecting a chemical 
change.

Thus we can conclude that physical contact 
of the substances, heat, light, electricity, applying 
pressure are some of the different conditions 
needed for chemical changes to occur.

3.4.5  Chemical reaction of baking soda 
with lemon

Baking soda is sodium hydrogen carbonate 
and lemon juice contains citric acid. So, when 
these two substances are mixed together, then 
a chemical change takes place between sodium 
hydrogen carbonate and citric acid to form 
three new substances: sodium citrate, carbon-
di-oxide and water. The chemical change can 
be written in the form of a word equation as 
follows:-

Sodium hydrogen carbonate + citric acid → 
sodium citrate + carbon dioxide + water

ACTIVITY 8

When baking soda and lemon juice 
are mixed together, then bubbles of 
carbon-di-oxide are formed along with the 
formation of some salt and water.  Take 
10 ml of lemon juice and add pinch by 
pinch of baking soda to it.  Actually when 
we mix baking soda with lemon juice, we 
will hear a hissing sound when bubbles of 
carbon-di-oxide coming out and rising in 
the reaction vessel.

3.5  Conditions needed for a chemical 
change
We know that firing of crackers is a 

chemical change. Some crackers explode only 
when thrown against a wall or struck with a 
hard substance. Thus, we could see that change 
in pressure may also bring about a chemical 
change.

When lemon juice is mixed with soda 
water, they produce brisk effervescence which is 
otherwise not possible when they are separate.  
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3.6 Indicators of a chemical change
Take some broken pieces of egg shell in a 

test tube and add lemon juice to it. You could 
see bubbles of carbon-di-oxide evolving in 
the test tube.  This is because of the chemical 
change between the two.   Hence, we can say 
that evolution of bubbles serve as an indicator 
that of a chemical change.

When water is added to quicklime (calcium 
oxide) there will be evolution of lot of heat along 
with the formation of slaked lime (calcium 
hydroxide).  This is a chemical change and it 
is indicated by the evolution of heat when the 
reaction sets in between quicklime and water.

Every day we cook food stuffs and clean the 
empty cooking utensils.  Suppose when we leave 
the cooked utensils with some cooked food and 
leave them without washing for a day, we could 
sense a foul-smell coming from the vessels the 
next day.  This is because the food stuff had 
become rotten and produces a foul-smell.  Here 
spoilage of food is a chemical change and it is 
indicated by the foul smell.  So, change of odour 
is also an indicator of a chemical change. 

When an iron nail is kept in water for a few 
days and taken out, the nail will become reddish 
brown in colour indicating that it has rusted.  
We know that rusting is a chemical change and 
it is indicated by a change in colour of the iron 
nail.

We know that hot milk curdles to form 
white lumps of curd when mixed with lemon 
juice. A lump of curd is the precipitate that is 
obtained by the chemical reaction between 
hot milk and lemon juice. So, formation of 
precipitate is also an indication of a chemical 
change.

To conclude, there can be evolution of bubbles, 
evolution of heat, change of odour, change in 
colour or formation of a precipitate that serve as 
indicators for us to understand that a chemical 
change had taken place.  

3.7  Exothermic and 
Endothermic 
chemical changes
Just as the physical 

change, Chemical reaction 
will be either endothermic or exothermic.

ACTIVITY 9

Ask a student to stretch both hands, 
put a pinch of soap powder in one hand 
and a pinch of glucose in the other hand.  
Add a few drops of water to soap powder 
and ask how the student feels upon adding 
water.  Now add a few drops of water to 
the glucose at the other hand.  Now ask the 
student how he /she feels on adding water,  
What is the feeling when water is added to 
glucose?
..........................................................................
What is the difference when water is added 
to soap powder and when water is added 
to glucose?
..........................................................................

In this activity, the student reported that 
he / she felt the warmness in the palm when 
water is added to soap powder. Right!  We saw 
that the burning of magnesium ribbon gives 
out heat and light.  Similarly, burning of wood 
also releases heat and light.  Such changes in 
which heat is released are known as exothermic 
changes.
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The seasons and changes in weather occur 
because earth rotates on its fixed axis.  Changing 
seasons are almost periodic in nature.  

Non-periodic changes
Changes that do not repeat themselves after 

a definite interval of time and occur randomly 
are called non-periodic 
changes. Eruption of 
a volcano, occurrence 
of an earthquake, a 
streak of lighting flash 
across the sky during a 
thunderstorm, running of a batsman between 
the wickets, movement of legs while dancing are 
a few examples of non-periodic changes.

POINTS TO REMEMBER
   Particle arrangement within the state of 

matter gets disturbed upon heating.  The 
disturbance is seen either as expansion or 
contraction.

   A process in which liquid changes into 
vapour on heating is called evaporation.

   A process in which solid changes into liquid 
on heating is called melting or fusion.

   A process in which gas changes into a liquid 
is called condensation.

   A process in which liquid changes into solid 
is called freezing.

   Physical changes are the changes in which 
only physical properties of a substance 
undergo a change and there is no change in 
its chemical composition.

   Solid substances are usually purified by the 
process of crystallization.

   Evaporation is the technique used to 
separate dissolved solids from a solid-liquid 
mixture.

   Certain solid substances like camphor, 
naphthalene get converted into gas directly 
without becoming liquid upon heating by 
sublimation.

There are some changes in which heat is 
absorbed.  For example, water absorbs heat when 
it evaporates to form water vapours.  Similarly 
ice absorbs heat when it melts to form water.   
Such changes in which heat is absorbed are 
known as endothermic changes.  Dissolution of 
glucose in water is also an endothermic change.

3.8 Periodic and non-periodic change
Depending on whether or not a change 

repeats itself after a definite period of time, it 
can be classified as periodic change or a non-
periodic change.

Periodic changes
Changes that repeat 

themselves after a definite 
interval of time are called 
periodic changes.  

Rotation and Revolution of earth, beating 
of the heart, clock striking every hour, motion 
of the seconds-hand / minute-hand / hour-
hand of a clock are some examples of periodic 
changes.

Every year we observe that seasons changes.  We 
go from rains to winter and winter to summer 
and so on.

   What types of clothes are worn in winter?

     ------------------------------------------------

   What are the clothes that we wear in 
summer? --------------------------------------

If the winter season changes into summer, 
we observe change in the texture type of clothes 
we wear.   We wear woolen clothes in winter and 
cotton clothes in summer.  Similarly, we observe 
that the winter season is cool and summer 
season is hot.  In winter, duration of night is 
longer than in summer.  We take cold drinks 
in summer but prefer hot tea, coffee or milk in 
winter.  These changes that we observe show the 
change of seasons.  
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4. ________is an example of a periodic change.
a. Earthquake.
b. Formation of rainbow in sky 

c. Occurrence of tides in seas.

d. Showering of rain

5. _________ is not a chemical change.
a. Dissolution of ammonia in water 

b. Dissolution of carbon-di-oxide in water

c. Dissolution of oxygen in water 

d. Melting of polar ice caps

II. Fill in the blanks

1. Filling up a balloon with hot air is a _____ 
change. 

2. Stretching gold coin into a ring is a ________ 
change.

3. Opening a gas cylinder knob converts _____ 
fuel into ________ fuel.  This is an example     
of _____ change.

4. Spoiling of food is a ___________ change.

5. Respiration is a _____________ change.

III.  True or False. If false, give the correct 
answer.

1.  Cutting of cloth is an example of a periodic 
change.

2. Taking a glass of water and freezing it by 
placing it in the freezer is a chemical change.  

3.  A bean plant collecting sunlight and turning 
it into bean seeds is an example of physical 
and non-periodic change.

4. If the chemical properties of a substance 
remain unchanged and the appearance or 
shape of a substance changes it is called a 
periodic change.

5. Tarnishing of silver is an example of 
endothermic change. 

   Changes that occur with the formation 
of new substance with different chemical 
composition or transformation of a 
substance into another substance with the 
evolution or absorption of heat or light 
energy are termed as chemical changes.  

   Changes that repeat themselves after a 
definite interval of time are called periodic 
changes.

   Changes that do not repeat themselves 
after a definite interval of time and occur 
randomly are called non-periodic changes.

   Changes in which heat is absorbed are 
known as endothermic changes.

   Changes in which heat is released are known 
as exothermic changes.

Evaluation

I. Choose the best answer

1. When a woolen yarn is knitted to get a 
sweater, the change can be classified as 
_______ .

 a. physical change   b. chemical change 

 c.endothermic change 

 d. exothermic change

2. ___________ of the following are 
endothermic changes.
a. Condensation and melting   

b. Condensation and freezing 

c. Evaporation and melting   

d. Evaporation and freezing

3. The chemical change is ____________ .
a. water to clouds 
b. growth of a tree 
c. cow dung to bio-gas.
d. ice-cream to molten ice-cream.
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5. What type of change is colouring of a paper?
6. Growing of nails is a periodic change. Why?
7. What type of energy changes is associated 

when ice melts?

VIII. Short answer type question
1. Distinguish physical and chemical changes.  
2. How can a change occur in a substance?
3. Can you suggest a method to collect water 

from sea water?
4. Is solar eclipse a periodic change? Give your 

reason.
5. What is the difference between dissolution 

of sugar and burning of sugar?

IX. Long answer type question
1. Explain the following statement: Digestion 

is a chemical change.
2. How the iron blade is fixed into a wooden 

handle in tools used to dig the soil?

X. Higher order Thinking questions
1. Peeled and unpeeled banana does not look 

the same.  Does that mean peeling banana is 
a chemical change?

2. A very hot glass on putting in cold water 
cracks.  What does this change indicate?

3. Boiling of water is a physical change; but 
boiling of egg is a chemical change.  Why?

XI. Assertion – Reason type question 
1. Assertion: The explosion of fire cracker is a 

physical change.  

V.  Classify the following changes as 
physical and chemical changes

A rough piece of wood is sanded and polished 
resulting in change in texture, Rusting of a iron 
nail, Painting the grill, Bending a paper clip, 
Pounding silver into thin plate, Rolling the 
chappathi dough into thin wire, Occurrence of 
day and night, eruption of volcano, burning of 
matchstick, dosa from the batter, blinking of 
eyelids, occurrence of a thunderstorm, rotation 
of the earth, formation of eclipses.

Physical changes Chemical changes

VI. Analogy
1. Physical Change: Boiling::Chemical Change: 

________.
2. Wood to saw dust:_________ :: Wood to 

Ash: Chemical change
3.   Forest fire: ______ change::Change in period 

in a school: periodic change

VII.  Very short answer type question
1. State two examples of periodic changes.
2. Mention any two exothermic reactions.
3. Cold milk is heated and it becomes hot. Which 

type of change it is?
4. What type of change is artificial ripening of 

fruit?

64

IV. Match the following

A B C
1. Melting Change of state from liquid to solid Ticking of clock
2. Condensation Change of state from liquid to gas Formation of ice cube
3. Evaporation Change of state from solid to liquid Collecting flowers
4. Freezing Change of state from gas to liquid Ice cube to water
5. Periodic change Occurs at irregular time intervals Water to steam
6. Non-periodic change Occurs at regular time intervals Steam to water drops
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c.  A is true but R is false.
d.  A is false but R is true.

5. Assertion: A drop of petrol when touched 
with finger gives a chill feeling. 
Reason: The above phenomenon is an 
endothermic one.
a.  Both A and R are true and R is the correct 

explanation of A.
b.  Both A and R are true but R is not the 

correct explanation of A.
c. A is true but R is false.
d.  A is false but R is true.

XII. Picture based question
1. Observe the picture and list down the 

changes that are accompanied in the picture.

a)   …………………………………..
b) ……………………….
c)  ………………………….

2. Observe the picture containing a kettle and 
note that it has salt water in it and answer 
the following questions:

a)  What is name of the process that is done to 
the kettle?

b)  What will happen to the content of the 
kettle?

 

c)  What kind of change is occurring on the 
cold surface of the metal plate?

d)  What can you say about the quality of 
water that is obtained in the beaker?

Reason: A physical change is a reversible 
change.

a.  Both A and R are true and R is the correct 
explanation of A.

b.  Both A and R are true but R is not the 
correct explanation of A.

c.  A is true but R is false.
d.  A is false but R is true.

2. Assertion: The process of conversion of 
liquid water to its vapours by heating the 
liquid is called boiling.
Reason: The process of conversion of water 
vapours to liquid by cooling the vapours is 
called condensation.
a.  Both A and R are true and R is the correct 

explanation of A.
b.  Both A and R are true but R is not the 

correct explanation of A.
c.  A is true but R is false.
d.  A is false but R is true.

3. Assertion: Burning of wood log to charcoal 
is a physical change. 
Reason: The products formed of burning a 
piece of wood can be easily converted back 
to wood log.  
a.  Both A and R are true and R is the correct 

explanation of A.
b.  Both A and R are true but R is not the 

correct explanation of A.
c.  A is true but R is false.
d.  A is false but R is true.

4. Assertion: The formation of iron oxide from 
iron is a chemical change. 

Reason: For the rust to form from iron, it 
must be exposed to air and water.

a.  Both A and R are true and R is the correct 
explanation of A.

b.  Both A and R are true but R is not the 
correct explanation of A.
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This activity helps the students 
to understand the effect of heat 
on matters

CHANGES AROUND US

Changes Around Us URL:
https://interactives.ck12.org/simulations/chemistry/phases-of-
matter/app/index.htmlm

ICT CORNER

*Pictures are indicative only

*If browser requires, allow Flash Player or Java Script to load the page.

PROCEDURE :

Step 1: Type the URL link given below in the browser or scan the QR code. A page opens 
with a glass full of ice with a play button near to it.

Step 2: Press  Play button. It opens into another page with the set up of temperature and 
change of phases.

Step 3: Set the temperature and phases. Press the play button below. 

Step 4:  Do it with different options. Then a next page button will come

Step 5: Go there you will end with a small quiz.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Step 4
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E - book Assessment DIGI links

IV

Lets use the QR code in the text books ! How ?
• Download the QR code scanner from the Google PlayStore/ Apple App Store into your smartphone
• Open the QR code scanner application
• Once the scanner button in the application is clicked, camera opens and then bring it closer to the QR code in the text book. 
• Once the camera detects the QR code, a url appears in the screen.Click the url and goto the content page.

Unit Titles Page No. Month

1. Light 1 January 

2. Universe and Space 24  February 

3. Polymer Chemistry 42 February

4. Chemistry in Daily Life 65 March 

5. Animals in Daily Life 81 March

6. Visual Communication 93 April
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Learning Objectives

Unit
3

Polymer Chemistry 

 � Recognize various types of fibres

 � Conduct activities to learn the characteristics of synthetic fibres

 � List the advantages and disadvantages of synthetic fibres

 � Differentiate between thermoplastics and thermo-setting plastics

 � Identify various types of plastics based on the resin codes

 � Realize the impacts of plastics on humans, animals and the environment.

 � Recall the different methods and hierarchy of disposing waste based on the 5R principle

 � Explore the complexities of bio-plastics

 � Gather information about plastic eating bacteria

 � Learn about glass and its types and uses
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Introduction
Polymer chemistry has a positive impact 

on your everyday life. Many of the materials 
you use are linked to polymer chemistry. When 
you get ready for school, you wear clothes, 
shoes, brush your teeth and take a school bag. 
Did you ever ask yourself what these items 
are made of? Th ey are created from fi bres. 
Fibres are made up of long chains of natural or 
synthetic polymers. 

As a society, we are consuming more and 
more. Th e more things we buy the more things 
we throw away. 30 years ago, most of the waste 
in Tamil Nadu was biodegradable or easily 
recyclable. Today it is more complex. Many of 
the materials we use are non-biodegradable 
and diffi  cult to recycle. For example, in the 
past people used many natural materials such 
as cotton, silk and jute fi bres. Today we use 
a lot of synthetic materials such as plastics. 
In this lesson you will learn about polymers, 
diff erent types of fi bres, plastics and the waste 
we produce and how we should manage it.

3.2 What Are Polymers?
Th e word ‘Polymer’ is of 

Greek origin. ‘Poly’ means 
many and ‘mer’ means basic 
smaller unit. Polymers are 
very long chains made of 
repeating smaller molecules 
called ‘monomers’ that are joined together 
by covalent bonds and the process is called 
polymerization. Th e diagram below shows how 
repeating monomers join to form a polymer:

Monomers Polymer

Monomer Polymer

C

H

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) is a common 
plastic used for water pipes. Th e monomer and 
polymers of PVC is shown below. 

H H

H Cl
+. . . + . . . . . .C C

H H H

H
C

H Cl Polymerisation
C C

H

CI
C

H

H
C

H

CI
C

     monomer monomer  polymer

ACTIVITY  1

Compare the following things. 
Ice cubes and a polythene bag. In both 
the materials, there are large number 
molecules combined together. Are both 
polymers?

3.2.1 Polymer

Polymers can be classifi ed into natural and 
synthetic polymers. Can you imagine that your 
body produces and you are made up of natural 
polymers? Th e most familiar polymers that we 
use in our daily life are man-made and synthetic. 

3.2.2 Natural Polymers

Natural polymers are found in living 
systems that include proteins and carbohydrates 
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in our bodies and cellulose in wood and paper. 
They play a very important role in living things 
to provide structural materials and molecules 
needed for life processes.

Protein polymers are made from amino 
acid monomers (20 different kinds of amino 
acids). Different combinations of the amino 
acid monomers create many different protein 
polymers. Examples of protein polymers include 
DNA, enzymes, silk, skin, hair, fingernails, 
feathers and fur. 

Examples of carbohydrate polymers 
include cellulose, chitin and lignin found in 
plants. Cellulose is made of sugar molecules 
and is the main component of cotton used in 
clothing. Chitin is found in the cell walls of fungi 
such as mushrooms and exoskeletons of insects 
such as crabs and spiders. Lignin consists of a 
network of polymers and is important in giving 
structure to plants.

3.2.3 Synthetic Polymers

Synthetic polymers are man-made 
polymers produced by using raw materials 
from petroleum oil and gas. Plastics are 
synthetic polymers. When oils and gases 
are processed to make petrol, ethylene and 
propylene monomers are removed as by-

products. We have already seen that polymer 
such as the Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) is 
made up of many monomers joined together. 
Ethylene and propylene are the building block 
monomers that make up many different types 
of plastics. 

H

H H

H

H

H

H

CH3
C C CC

Propylene and Ethylene

Based on the nature of the monomers, the 
way they are arranged in the polymer and the 
characteristics of final polymer.

There are grouped into different categories 
such as fibres, plastics, proteins. Let us study 
about few of them in the following sections.

3.3 Fibres

We wear clothes, use bags, rope, blankets, 
etc. in our daily life. They are made of fibres. 
Once upon a time, people used natural fibres 
such as cotton and wool. Nowadays, we use a 
lot of synthetic fibres. All natural and synthetic 
fibres are polymers.

Observe the difference between the natural 
and synthetic fibres:

Natural Coconut Rope vs. Nylon Fishing rope
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3.3.1  Natural and Synthetic Fibres

Fibres are long strands of polymers 
interwoven to form linear, string-like structures.
Fibres that are obtained from plant or animal 
sources are called natural fibres. Examples 
include cotton, coconut fibre, hair, wool and 
silk.  Fibres that are made using raw materials 
from petroleum are synthetic fibres. Examples 
include polyester, acrylic and nylon. Historically, 
humans used natural plant fibres and animal 
fur for shelter, clothing and protection from the 

weather. Today, a large variety 
of natural fibres are still grown 
and processed such as cotton, 
silk, and wool. Natural fibres 
can be spun into filament, 
thread or rope. Then they can 
be woven, knitted, matted or bondedand are 
used to make clothing, containers, insulation 
materialand many other products we use in our 
daily life. Three main sources of natural fibres 
are : (i) Animal (e.g.) wool and silk.

Natural wool

Silk

Plants

Cotton Jute Flax
Minerals

Glass fibre
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The discovery of making synthetic fibres 
out of petrochemicals has replaced the use of 
many natural fibres. Synthetic fibres such as 
nylon, polyester and acrylic are used to make 
many different plastic items you use in your 
daily life such as clothing, blankets, tooth 
brushes and stuffing in cushions.

3.3.2 Types and Uses

Silk: Natural Fibre

Natural silk fibres are obtained from 
boiling the cocoons of silk worms from specific 
species of moths. There are four types of natural 
silk: Mulberry silk, Tasar silk, Muga silk and 
Eri silk. Most of the mulberry silk worldwide is 
produced in India. Silk is one of the strongest 
natural fibres and has many uses such as 
clothing, carpets and parachutes. 

Rayon: A Semi-synthetic Fibre

In the 19th century scientists were 
successful in producing the first artificial silk 
known as rayon. The first rayon factory in India 
was established in Kerala in 1946. Rayon is a 
man-made fibre, but it is not considered fully 
synthetic as it is made out of natural cellulose 
collected from wood pulp. The cellulose that is 

collected from wood or bamboo pulp is treated 
with several chemicals. First sodium hydroxide 
is added followed by carbon disulphide. The 
cellulose dissolves in the chemicals added to it 
and produces syrup called Viscose. Viscose is 
forced through a spinneret (a device made of 
metal plates with very tiny holes) into a solution 
of dilute sulphuric acid. This produces silk-like 
threads that are cleaned with soap and dried. 
This new fibre is called rayon. 

Some types of rayon are made from the 
short cotton fibres left on cottonseeds after 
ginning. Rayon is cheaper than silk, can be 
woven like natural silk fibre and can be dyed in 
a wide variety of colours. It can be mixed with 
cotton to make bed sheets or with wool in the 
production of carpets and home furnishing 
products. Rayon is also found in sanitary 
products, diapers, bandages and gauze for 
dressing wounds.

Nylon: Synthetic Fibre

Nylon is the first fully processed synthetic 
fibre. It was popular during the Second World 
War for the use of parachutes and rope materials 
for climbing. Nowadays, nylon has replaced 
natural silk in many textiles, and has become 
one of the most commonly used synthetic fibres.

Nylon fibre is strong, elastic and light. It 
islustrous and easy to wash, which has made it 
popular for the clothing industry.We use many 
products made from nylon such as socks, ropes, 
tents, toothbrushes, car seatbelts, sleeping bags, 
curtains, etc. Nylon thread is actually stronger 
than a steel wire.
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Nylon is very strong and can be 

used for rock climbing!

Nylon is a plastic polymer 

made of chemical units called polyamides. 

olyamides are made with monomers – 

hexamethylenediamine and adipic acid.  Solid 

chips of these polyamides are melted and 

forced through a heated spinneret which has 

very, very tiny holes.

mountaineerParachute

Arrange the threads in the order of increasing 
strength.

…………………………………………………
……………………………
………

What do you infer from 
the above activity?

……………………………

Which type of fibre is the 
strongest?

……………………………

Which type of fibre is the 
weakest?

……………………………

Polyester and Acrylic: 
Synthetic Fibres

Polyester is another synthetic fibre. It 
can be drawn into very fine fibres that can be 
woven like any other yarn.  Polyester is sold in 
the name of polycot, polywool, terrycot, etc.  
Polycot is a mixture of polyester and cotton; 
Polywool is a mixture of polyester and wool. 
PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate) is a very 
familiar form of polyester. It is used for making 
water and soda bottles, utensils, films and wires 
amongst many other useful products. Many of 
the clothes we wear are made out of polyester 
fibres.  Fabrics made from this fibre do not get 
wrinkled easily and are easy to wash making 
polyester fabrics suitable for dress materials.

ACTIVITY 2
How Strong is Nylon? 

Take an iron stand with a clamp.  Take 
samples of cotton, wool, nylon and silk 
threads of about 50cm in length.

First tie cotton thread to the stand so 
that it hangs freely from it.  At the free end, 
attach a CD as plate so that weights can be 
placed on it.  Add weights starting from 10 
grams one by one, untilthe thread breaks.  
Note down the total weight required to break 
the cotton thread.  Repeat the same activity 
with the wool, silk and nylon threads.  
NOTE: All the varieties of threads should be 
of same thickness. 

Fill the data in the following table

S.No Type of thread/fibre Total weight required to break the thread (in g)

1 Cotton

2 Wool

3 Silk

4 Nylon

Iron clamp with a 
hold weights
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We wear sweaters and use shawls and  
blankets in the winter. Many of these are not 
made from natural wool although they appear 
to resemble wool. Th ese are prepared from 
another type of synthetic fi bre called acrylic.
Th e wool obtained from natural sources is quite 
expensive, where as clothes made from acrylic 
are relatively cheap because they are a byproduct 

ACTIVITY 3
 

Identify Th e Fibre : Let us do an activity. Look at the images below and identify and write 
down the name of the diff erent types of fi bre observed.

of the production of plastics.  Th ey are available 
in a variety of colours. Synthetic fi bres are more 
durable and aff ordable which has contributed to 
their widespread use.

ACTIVITY 4
Synthetic or Natural Fibres : Th e teacher can give the learner a piece of each and every type of 
fi bre. Th e learner can feel the fi bre and write down the name of the fi bre and state whether it is 
natural or synthetic fi bre.

S.No Name of the fi bre Type of the fi bre– Natural /Synthetic

We have done four activities so far. Which activity helped you better to identify the 
type of fi bre?  ……………………………………………………………….................................
(Both the use of familiar images as well as touch can help us to identify the diff erent types of fi bres.  
Right!) We have learned about fabrics such as polyester, nylon and acrylic and their common uses.  
Th ese synthetic fi bres are polymers which we will learn about later in this chapter.

Cotton  Silk sareeJute

 Rayon material
 Wool  Polyester
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Characteristics of Synthetic Fibres

ACTIVITY 6
Wetting A Cotton Cloth And An Umbrella Cloth

We use an umbrella on rainy days. What kind of umbrella do we use?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Can you use an umbrella made of cotton?

Let us do an activity to see why we do not use a cotton umbrella to protect ourselves from the rain.

Take a piece of cotton cloth of approximately 10 cm X 10 cm size and a piece of nylon or 
polyester cloth 10 cm X 10 cm in size from an old unusable / untorn umbrella. Ask four students 
to hold the four corners of the piece of cotton cloth and pour a glass of water over it.  Then ask four 
students to hold the piece of umbrella cloth and pour a glass of water over it.  Compare the effect of 
water on the piece of cotton cloth and umbrella cloth and record your observation in the notebook.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Which of these fabrics allows water to pass through?

Cotton cloth or Umbrella cloth (nylon or polyester) Now ask the students to put both the 
pieces of cloth in the hot sun to dry.  Which of these fabrics dries the fastest?  The cotton cloth or 
the umbrella cloth? ………………………………………... 

ACTIVITY 5

Burning A Piece of natural fibre and a synthetic Fibre

Note: This activity should be performedonly by the teacher.

Take a piece of cotton cloth and a piece of polyester cloth.  Both the pieces of cloth can be of 
same size (2cm x 2cm is enough). Hold the pieces of cloth using tongsto protect yourself from the 
flame and heat. Burn both the pieces of cloth one by one and see what happens when they burn.

What do you observe while the cotton cloth burns?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

What do you observe while the polyester cloth burns?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

You must have noticed that natural (cotton) fibresburn very differentlycompared tosynthetic 
(polyester) fibres. 

The cotton cloth will burn when it is held in flame.  On the other 
hand, the synthetic polyester cloth will melt on burning.  This is one 
of the disadvantages of wearing clothes madeout of synthetic fibres.  
If a synthetic cloth comes into contact with fire the fabric melts and 
sticks to the body causing severe burns.  Therefore, one should not 
wear synthetic clothes while cooking or working in a laboratory. Cotton Laboratory Coat
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Synthetic fibres are made from 
the byproducts of processing 
petroleum oil and gas. You 

will learn about fractional distillation of 
petroleum in your higher classes.

3.3.3 Advantages of Synthetic Fibres

Do you ever think about why some of your 
clothing does not need ironing and looks bright 
and colourful for many years? This is because 
they are made from synthetic fibres such as 
polyester and the advantages are that they do 
not wrinkle easily and they keep their colour 
and brightness for a much longer time than 
natural fibres such as cotton.

A lot of materials such as fishing nets are 
made from synthetic fibres. One of the main 
advantages of using synthetic fibres such as 
nylon, is that they are stronger than many 
natural fibres such as silk or wool. For example 
a trampoline is made of woven synthetic fibres. 
These fibres are strong and elastic which gives it 
the properties to bounce.

3.3.4 Drawbacks of Synthetic Fibres

We have already learned that it is safer to 
use cotton clothing instead of synthetic clothing 
when a person is cooking or working in a 
laboratory. This is because one disadvantage 
of synthetic fibres such as polyester is that they 
are not heat resistant and catch fire easily. In  
summer it is better to wear clothing that is made 
out of cotton materials rather than synthetic. 

This is because most synthetic fibres absorb very 
little moisture and do not allow air circulation 
making them hot and uncomfortable to wear.

If you could recall that we already found 
out that synthetic fibres are made out of 
petrochemicals and last in the environment 
for a very long time. The disadvantage is that 
they break down into very small pieces called  
microplastics which cause pollution to soil and 
water bodies such as rivers, lakes and oceans.

3.4 Plastics
Ask yourself what is the 

first plastic thing you touched 
today! Maybe it was your 
alarm clock or the filling in 
your pillow or the synthetic clothes that you 
were wearing. Almost everything around us 
today is plastic. You have seen water and oil in 
polythene pouches. Right! In the past, people 
used to bring milk, oil and other liquids from a 
shop in vessels made of materials such as metal 
and glass. Think about what the containers, 
buckets, mugs, chairs and tables used in the past 
were made of? What do we use today to make 
many of these products?

Plastic as a material has taken over and 
replaced metal and wood which were previously 
used. Plastics have also replaced many glass 
items. If we continue to write the list of everyday 
items that are made of plastic, it will be endless!  
Why is plastic so popular? What are the different 
uses of plastic? What are the various types of 
plastics? Let us now learn about plastics:

Plastics have helped us to make 
advancements in technology, building, 
healthcare, transport and food safety. Plastics 
have completely occupied our life because of 
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their characteristic qualities. Plastics have many 
positive qualities such as lightweight, strong 
and they can be moulded into complex shapes. 
They are also flexible and waterproof and some 
plastics are even UV resistant. Plastics are also 
cheap and convenient for us to use.  Now that 
you have discovered why plastics are so popular, 
let us find out more about the different uses of 
plastics.

Health care items

 

Items that are waterproof or UV resistant

   

3.4.1 Uses of plastics

There are different types of plastics that 
are excellent materials when they are used for 
the right application. For example, let us take a 
syringe that is made from a type of plastic called 
polypropylene. These syringes do not have to be 
sterilized and reused; hence they provide a high 
standard of hygiene and eliminate the risk of 
spreading diseases. 

Just as plastic is a material that can be used 
for a good application, it can also be used for 
the wrong application. Think about the different 
items you use that are plastic. For example, a 

simple article such as a thin plastic carry bag. 
You use this bag for a very short time and then 
throw it in a dustbin. Many of these carry bags 
do not get recycled and they litter and pollute 
our environment for a long time. 

If you want to learn more about plastic 
which is used for the wrong application then 
you can refer to the Government of Tamil 
Nadu’s ban on one-time use and throwaway 
plastics (Environment and Forests Department, 
T.N. G.O. No: 84, dated 25/06/2018, with effect 
from 1st January 2019).

It is estimated that every year 
we use a trillion plastic carry 
bags (2 million a minute) 

around the world and out of which only 1 
to 3% are recycled.

Plastic has been around for 
less than 200 years. Edmund 
Alexander Parkes was the 

creator of the first plastic called ‘Parkesine’.

Edmund Alexander
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3.4.2 Types of plastics

Th e plastics we use in our daily life are also 
made up of polymers. All plastics do not have 
the same type of arrangement of units. In some 
articles, the arrangement of a monomer is linear, 
and in some other items, the arrangement of 
articles is cross-linked.  Depending on the type 
of arrangement, we have two main types of 
polymers – thermoplastics and thermoset. Let 
us see what these are!

Th ermoplastics : Polyethylene (also called 
polythene) is an example of a plastic. It is used 

ACTIVITY 7

Right and wrong application of plastics

Look at the list of eight plastic items. Decide which fourplastic itemsare used for the right 
application and which four are used for the wrong application by fi lling in the chart below: 

Plastic items: straws, helmets, cutlery, thin carry bags, syringes, electrical wires,tea cups and blood 
bags

Right application Wrong application

for making polythene carry bags which are 
commonly used.  When you burn a polythene 
carry bag, it melts and turns into liquid along 
with the production of an off ensive odour, a 
bright fl ame and soot. Another example is a 
PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate) bottle, when 
we fi ll it with boiling water, it gets deformed. 
Plastics which can be easily soft ened and bent 
when heated are known as thermoplastics. 
Th ese plastics can be modifi ed and turned into 
another plastic item through the process of 
recycling.

Syringes  Electrical wires Tea cups Blood bags

Straws Helmets Cutlery Th in carry bags
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Th ermoset : On the other hand, there are 
some plastics, which once they are moulded, 
cannot be soft ened through heating them. Th ese 
are called thermosetting plastics. Bakelite and 
melamine are some examples of thermosetting 
plastics. Bakelite is a poor conductor of heat 
and electricity. It is used for making electrical 
switches and handles of various utensils. 
Melamine resists fi re and can tolerate heat. It is 
used for making fl oor tiles and fabrics that resist 
fi re.

��������������������
�ermosetting 

(thermoset)
�ermo so�ening
(thermoplastic) 

• Tangled polymer chain 
• No cross – links between chains
• Weak forces of attraction 
    between chains
• So�en when heated 

• Polymer chains  held together 
   by strong covalent  cross-lined 
   banding does that not break on heating
 • Remains hard when heated 

Example of thermoplastic: PET water bottles

Example of thermoset plastic: electrical switches 

3.4.3 Resin code of plastics
Now that you have learnt about the diff erences 

between Th ermoplastic and Th ermosetting 

polymers, let us fi nd out more about the diff erent 
types of plastics that you use in your daily life. 
Plastics are very useful in our daily life but some 
types contain dangerous chemicals.

Did you know that there are many diff erent 
types of plastics? 

You can tell these plastics apart by searching 
for a resin code. Th e resin codes are a universal 
way of categorising diff erent types of plastic, 
which helps us separate plastics so that it is 
easier to recycle them. How can you identify the 
resin code? Where can you fi nd the resin code 
on a plastic item?

Look at the chasing arrow triangle-shaped 
symbol on the bottom of a bottle, on the brand 
label sticker or on the lid of a container. What 
number is marked in the centre of the triangle?  
What letters (acronym) are below this? Th is is 
what we call a resin code.

If the number is 1 within the 
chasing arrow triangle and/or 
has the acronym PET or PETE, 
then it is a type of plastic which 
is called PET.  Now that you have 
found out that the bottle has a specifi c resin 
code, let us see what gives the bottle and other 
plastic products certain qualities. Diff erent 
chemicals (additives) are added to plastic to 
give them various qualities and characteristics, 
for example fl exibility, strength, soft ness or 
transparency. Th ere are some chemicals that 
are used in plastics that are dangerous for our 
health, animals and the environment. For 
example, Polyvinyl Chloride- PVC resin code 
#3 has heavy metals such as cadmium and lead 
which are toxic chemical which are harmful to 
your health. Polystyrene- PS resin code #6 has 
styrene which is a toxic chemical known to 
cause cancer.
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Plastic resin codes can be found on the label or bottom of  most plastic items. 
It is a number or acronym found in the middle of  a chasing arrow triangle. 
There may be other numbers or letters on the plastic items, but these are not resin codes.

PLASTIC RESIN CODE CHART

© WasteLess, Auroville 2019 

PETE, 
Polyester

Considered one of the safer plastics. 
It is light, very strong and has 
excellent impact strength. 
It is an effective moisture barrier. 
It is widely recycled. 

The most toxic plastic. Vinyon has 
good resistance to weathering and 
fire.

Considered one of the safer plastics. 
It is very flexible and soft but strong.

Considered one of the safer plastics. 
Nonwoven PP fabrics are made so 
that they can be used in disposable 
products that you usually throw away 
after one use. 

One of the unsafe plastics as it has 
toxic chemicals. Most PS in the world 
is made for one-time use/throwaway 
food and drink packaging.

This code includes all plastic types 
that do not fit into the resin codes 1- 6. 
PC and ABS are two of the unsafe 
plastics and are considered toxic. 
When you see a #7 plastic try to know 
more before buying and using it. 

The company did not follow the 
rules and mark what type of plastic 
was used. It could be harmful but you 
do not have the information to know 
for sure. Avoid using plastic 
without a resin code. 

Heavy-duty sacks, 
artificial grass/turf for football.

Can be any plastic item.

Pens, rulers, throwaway tea & juice 
cups, plates and cutlery and toys.

PEHD

V, Vinyl

PELD, 
LLDPE

NO CODE

Thermocol, EPS
XPS and HIPS 

Polycarbonate (PC), 
acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS), acrylic 
(AC), bioplastics, nylon, 
polyurethane (PU), etc.

Does not have resin 
code or an acronym

RESIN CODE OTHER NAMES COMMON ITEMS ABOUT

02

HDPE

03

PVC

04

LDPE

05

PP

06

PS

07

OTHER

01

PET

Umbrella, sports clothing, warm
fleece jackets/sweaters, rope, sails,
polyester fibre made into sleeping
bags.

Cement/rice/cow food sacks, 
crocheted/woven tiffin bags, rope, 
fishing nets, shade nets/structures, 
fibre reinforced concrete (taken from 
plastic cans), bulletproof material- 
vests (Ultrahigh Molecular Weight 
Polyethylene- UHMW).

PVC fibres/Vinyon fibres are used to 
make shower curtains, outdoor 
fabrics, raincoats, boots, fishing 
nets, synthetic yarns, children’s 
clothing & blankets. Vinyl is used for 
stickers on clothing, dress costumes 
and fake leather. 

Disposable absorbent articles- 
diapers, wet wipes for cleaning. 
Ropes, carpets, clothing, for filtration, 
battery separators & geotextiles 
(drainage and erosion control). 
PP micro-fibers are added to concrete 
to stabilise the mix.

PC: baby bottles & food containers. 
ABS: helmets & car bumpers. 
Acrylic: fibre optical cables  & paints. 
Bioplastics: plastic bags & tableware. 
Nylon: clothes, kites & toothbrush 
bristles. 
PU: mattress foam & shoe soles. 

This plastic is designed to be used 
only ONCE. Reusing PET plastic can 
release a  chemical called antimony 
which is not good for your health. 
Polyester is the most widely used 
synthetic fibre for clothes.
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Look at the resin code chart on the previous 
page to find out more about the different types 
of plastic, what are common items and which 
plastics are safe and unsafe for us, animals and 
the environment.

Look at the resin code chart to find out 
more about the different types of plastic, the 
common items and the plastics that are safe and 
unsafe for us, animals and the environment.

3.4.4 Impacts of plastics
Plastics are cheap, light weight, strong 

and durable and have contributed to a range of 
advances and benefits to our modern life. But 
the increase in the use of plastics, particularly 
the one-time use and throwaway plastics has 
serious impacts on the environment, animals 
and our health.

We have seen garbage dumps with 
different plastics. One big problem with plastics 

is that they do not decompose or biodegrade. 
This leads to large amounts of waste that will 
not disappear and end up accumulating and 
polluting the environment.

A lot of one-time use plastic such as 
polythene bags and food packaging that are 
thrown away are responsible for littering 
the environment and clogging drains. 
Standing water breeds mosquitoes that can 
spread diseases such as malaria, dengue and 
chikungunya and also lead to flooding.

Why do you think some animals eat plastic? 
Many animals confuse plastic for food and eat 
it by accident. When left over food is thrown 
away it is often packed in plastic. Animals 
smell the leftover food and eat the plastic 
by accident. For example animals in urban 
areas, particularly cows, often eat polythene 
plastic bags by accident as they contain food 
waste. Can you imagine the consequences? 
……………………….…………………………

…………………………………………………

A lot of the plastic waste we use such as 
plastics bags, bottles and straws end up in the 
oceans. Plastics in the ocean are exposed to 
sunlight, water and the physical movement of 

ACTIVITY 8

Identify the different types of plastics

Collect different kinds of plastic products and look carefully for the resin code and/or acronym 
on them.With the help of the resin code chart,mark the resin code number, acronym, if you think it 
is a safer, unsafe or questionable (when you cannot find the resin code on the article) type of plastic.  
What resin codes do you find? Is the resin code safer,unsafe or questionable? 

Product Resin code number Acronym Category of safety Use of product
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the waves, which breaks it down in tiny pieces 
called microplastics. Some microplastics are 
also found in household products. Examples 
are microbeads that can be found in toothpaste, 
face wash and body scrubs. Microbeads are 
washed down in drains and end up in the soil, 
rivers, lakes and the ocean Microbeads are 
washed down in drains and end up in the soil, 
rivers, lakes which cause pollution.

Many birds eat plastic items and small 
pieces of plastic, which are covered in algae. 
Once in the stomach of animals, plastics cannot 
be digested and this decreases the amount of 
space for food and can lead to starvation. In 
2015, plastics were found in 90% of seabirds.

We have already read that Government 
of Tamil Nadu has banned one-time use and 
throwaway plastics such as plastic carry bags, 
plates, straws and water pouches. This is an 
indication that important efforts are taking place 
to reduce negative consequences of plastics on 
the environment.

Microplastics in the Ocean

We have seen that 
synthetic clothes are made 
from plastic. Every time we 

wash synthetic clothes, small fibres called 
microfibers escape and end up in the soil, 
streams, rivers and oceans.

Dangerous pollution called Persistent 
Organic Pollutants (POPs) floating in the 
ocean sticks to these small pieces of plastic 
making them toxic. Marine animals such 
as shrimp and fish often eat microplastics, 
confusing them for their natural source of 
food. The toxins build up in these animals 
and move up the food chain and can end up 
in our bodies. Microplastics can be found 
in the food we eat, the water we drink, and 
the air we breathe.

3.4.5. PLA Plastics
Can you see how much plastic litter 

pollutes our environment? How nice would 
it be if a material that had similar qualities to 
plastic could be biodegradable, be absorbed by 
the soil and give nutrients to the soil!
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Yes, scientists have thought about 
alternatives to synthetic plastics and have found 
Poly Lactic Acid (PLA) –a substitute for some 
types of plastics. Poly Lactic Acid or polylactide 
is compostable and bioactive thermoplastic.
This polymer is obtained from plant starch such 
as corn, sugarcane and pulp from sugar beets.
PLA is a biodegradable material. It is useful 
for making food packaging, garbage bags and 
disposable table ware.

Tea bagsPLA food containers

3.4.6. Various methods of disposing plastics

Plastics are everywhere! Our increasing 
consumption and production of plastic waste 
needs a solution. Let us find out more about 
how and where plastic waste is disposed of and 
the better methods of disposing plastics.

Organic waste such as the peels of 
vegetables, fruits and food remains can get 
broken down by bacteria in the soil to create a 
rich source of nutrients in the form of compost. 
A material that gets decomposed through 
natural processes and action by bacteria is 
called biodegradable.

Plastics do not decompose by natural 
processes and action of bacteria and are 
therefore not biodegradable. It is important 
for us to separate our biodegradable and 
non-biodegradable waste and dispose of 
them separately. A lot of the plastic produced 
globally is designed to be used only once and 
thrown away, creating a large amount of plastic 

waste. Plastic waste ends up being recycled, 
incinerated, landfilled, dumped or ends up 
littering our environment. It is estimated that 
from all the plastic waste ever produced, 79% 
is in landfills, dumps or in the environment, 
12% has been incinerated and only a small 9% 
is recycled. 

Let us learn more about what happens with 
the plastic waste. One way to look at plastic 
disposal is the 5R Principle – Refuse, Reduce, 
Reuse, Recycle and Recover. We have already 
learned about the waste pyramid and how the 
different methods of waste disposal can be seen 
in terms of the best option to the least favourable 
in this order: Refuse (Avoid), Reduce, Reuse, 
Recycle, Recover (Compost and Incinerate) and 
Landfill.

Refuse (Avoid)

The best thing to do is to avoid using plastic 
products. One-time use throwaway plastics can 
often be avoided. For example, we can carry 
cotton or jute bags when we go shopping and 
say no when a shopkeeper offers us a plastic bag.

Reduce

Reducing the amount of plastic we use is 
important. Before buying a plastic product we 
can check to see if there are any substitutes 
or alternatives that can be used. If we use 
fewer plastics, we will create less plastic waste.  
However, even if we try to reduce the amount of 
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plastics we use and throw away, it is impossible 
to stop using plastics completely.

Reuse

If possible products made of plastics can 
be used again and again. For example, if we 
have a plastic bag in good condition, instead of 
throwing it away we can use it again the next 
time we go for shopping. If we have a plastic 
product and if you do not feel like using it again, 
we can give it to others instead of throwing it 
out.

Recycle

It is better to recycle 
plastic waste. Separating 
plastic waste and making 
sure it gets recycled is good 
as it turns waste materials 
into something new. Then 
it will not be thrown away in landfills, open 
dumps or ending up as litter in the environment. 
Many thermoplastics can be recycled.  They can 
be softened by heating and can be made into 
another article by recycling, but thermosetting 
plastics cannot be recycled.  Recycling of plastics 
is challenging and it is important to know that 
plastics cannot be recycled forever. There are so 
many different types of plastics, which are often 
mixed together making it difficult to separate 
them back into the original material. Every time 
plastic is melted and recycled it loses quality, 
this is called ‘downcycling’. Recycling of plastic 
waste cannot be the only solution to plastic 
pollution.

Recover (Compost And Incinerate)
Solid waste can be converted into resources 

such as electricity and compost through thermal 
and biological means. Burning plastics in a large 
furnace or in the open is bad for the environment. 

Open burning releases toxic pollutants into the 
air and soil, which are harmful to our health, 
animals and the environment. Burning plastics 
at high temperatures in incinerators and 
trapping the gases and collecting the toxic ash 
is widely used to produce energy. This is often 
seen as a positive way to deal with plastic waste. 
However, burning plastics releases super toxic 
gases, and the remaining ash contains toxic 
chemicals and heavy metals. Burning of plastics 
is not a good solution, as we end up wasting 
non-renewable resources and produce super 
toxic chemicals that are difficult to store or 
dispose safely.

Compost your organic waste
Open burning and incineration
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Landfill
Plastic waste often ends up in landfills that 

are huge holes where waste is buried to keep 
it separate from the environment. This is the 
most common way for plastics to be disposed 
of around the world. Plastics make up 7-13% of 
waste that is sent to landfills on a global scale. 
Plastics in landfills can still lead to pollution of 
the air, soil and groundwater. Over time landfills 
can degrade, and the toxic chemicals in certain 
plastics can leak out into the environment.

LANDFILL

Layers 
of 

soil 
Layers 

of 
garbage

Lining

Clay
Lining

Liquid
from

garbage

3.4.7. Biodegradable plastics

The concept of biodegradable plastics or 
bio-plastics was first introduced in the 1980s.  
Based on the nature of degradation, there are 
two main types of plastics: degradable plastic 
and compostable plastic. 

Degradable plastics are made from 
petroleum oil or gas which is the same as 
conventional plastics. The difference is that they 
have a chemical or additive added to them to 
make them breakdown faster than conventional 
plastics when they are exposed to sunlight, 
oxygen or water. What do you think will happen 

to degradable plastics? Degradable plastics 
breakdown into tiny pieces called microplastics 
and these stay in our environment for a very 
long time. It is very important to understand 
that degradable plastics do not breakdown 
completely in the environment! Scientists have 
found that microplastics in the ocean are really 
bad and it is likely that these tiny pieces in the 
soil are also harmful.

Compostable plastics are derived from 
renewable resources such as corn, sugar cane, 

A recipe for PLA a compostable 
plastic!

What you need
i) 1 tablespoon of corn starch
ii)  1 teaspoon of vegetable glycerin 

(available at the pharmacy)
iii) 1 teaspoon of vinegar (5% acidity)
iv) 4 Tablespoons of water.
v) Cooking spoon
vi) Cooking pot
vii) Stove
viii) Aluminium foil
Method

Mix the water with the starch in a 
cooking pot. Add the vinegar and the 
glycerin. Mix all the ingredients on 
medium heat. Make sure you continuously 
stir. The mixture should turn from liquid 
white into a clear gel. When it begins to 
bubble, then it is ready and should be taken 
off the stove.

Spread the gel onto the aluminium 
foil. Let it cool down for one hour. You 
can then shape the material to form a cup 
or bowl. Let the article you made cool for 
another 24 hours before you try and use it.
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avocado seeds or shrimp shells. Compostable 
plastics can be broken down completely by 
microbes and turned back into food for plants- 
carbon dioxide, methane, water and other 
natural compounds. 

3.4.8. Plastic Eating Bacteria

In 2016, scientists from Japan tested 
different bacteria from a bottle recycling plant 
and found that Ideonellasakaiens is 201-F6 
could digest the plastic used to make single-use 
drinks bottles that are made of polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET). The bacteria works by 
secreting an enzyme known as ‘PETase’, that 
breaks down plastic into smaller molecules. 
These smaller molecules are then absorbed by 
the bacteria as a food source. The working of the 
enzyme is diagrammatically shown below:

I. s
akaien

sis

Eats the terephthalic 
acid & ethylene glycol 

I.sakaieness  
adheres to
PET film

Breaks down PET 
into terephthalic acid 
& ethylene glycol

Although the discovery of the bacteria 
breaking down plastics is seen as a potential 
solution to the plastic pollution – it is still very 

complex! A big issue is the scale of the plastic 
pollution problem. We consume and produce 
such large quantities of plastics and this is only 
increasing. The scale of the bacteria breaking 
down plastics is much slower and will therefore 
not solve the crisis we are facing.

Another limitation is that it is restricted to 
PET resin code #1 plastics, which currently is 
one of the most recyclable plastics world wide. 
It will not be a feasible solution to the issue of 
the large quantities of non-recyclable low-grade 
plastics which are polluting the environment. 
That is why it cannot be the solution to plastic 
pollution on its own!

3.5. Glass – Types And Uses

Glass can be found 
wherever we look; a glass 
window or glass mirror or 
glass light bulb.  Glass is one 
of the world’s oldest and most 
versatile human created materials. Glass is the 
only material that can be recycled over and over 
again without losing its quality. Glass is bit of 
a riddle.  It is hard enough to protect as, but it 
shatters with incredible ease. It is made from 
opaque sand, yet, it is completely transparent.  
Most surprisingly, it behaves like a solid 
material, but it is also a sort of weird liquid in 
disguise! 

Glass is prepared by heating (SiO2) silicon-
di-oxide until it melts, say to about 1700◦C 
and Sodium Carbonate is added to it. Then it 
is cooled down really fast. When SiO2 silicon-
di-oxide melts, the silicon and oxygen atoms 
break out of their crystal structure. If we cooled 
it slowly, the atoms would slowly line up back 
into their crystalline arrangement. But if we 
cool the liquid fast enough, the atoms of the 
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silica will be halted in their tracks, they won’t 
have time to line up, and they will be stuck 
in any old arrangement, with no order to the 
arrangement of the atoms. We call materials 
like this as amorphous. At this stage, glass is 
linear in arrangement inorganic in nature and 
has a structure very similar to glass and they are 
considered as polymers.

In a commercial glass plant, sand is mixed 
with waste glass (obtained from recycling 
collections), soda ash (sodium carbonate) and 
limestone (calcium carbonate) and heated in a 
furnace. The soda ash reduces the sand’s melting 
point and produces a kind of glass that would 
dissolve in water.  The limestone is added to 
stop that happening. The end product is called 
soda-lime-silica glass. It is the ordinary glass we 
see all around us.

Usually, other chemicals are added to 
change the appearance or properties of the 
finished glass.  For example, iron and chromium 
based chemicals are added to the molten sand 
to make green-tinted glass.

Oven-proof borosilicate glass (widely 
sold under the trademark PYREX) is made by 
adding boron oxide to the molten mixture.  

Adding lead oxide makes from a sandwich 
or laminate of multiple layers of glass and plastic 
bonded together. 

Toughened glass used in car winds hields 
is made by cooling molten glass very quickly to 
make it much harder.

Points to Remember

 � Fibres are long strands of molecules
interwoven to form linear, string-like
structures that can be woven, knitted, 
matted or bonded.

 � Fibres can be natural or synthetic.

 � Our increasing consumption and
production of waste has negative impacts
on humans, animals and the environment. 

 � Nylon is a synthetic fibre made from
petrochemicals oil and gas.

 � Polycot is a mixture of polyester and cotton,
Polywool is a mixture of polyester and wool.

 � Synthetic fibres melt on burning while
cotton fibres catch fire on burning.

 � Polymers are very long chains made
of repeating smaller molecules called
monomers that are joined together with 
different types of bonds.

 � Plastics that get deformed easily on heating
and can be bent are known as thermoplastics.

 � Plastics that do not get deformed easily on
heating and cannot be bent are known as
thermosetting plastics.

 � There are many different types of plastics.
Some of which are safe or unsafe for us. We
can find out what type of plastic an item is 
by identifying the resin code or acronym 
found on it.

 � Poly Lactic Acid or polylactide is a
biodegradable and bioactive thermoplastic.

 � The management of plastics can be
considered by the 5R Principle – Refuse,
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and `Recover as 
well as to Landfill. 

 � Ideonellasakaiensis 201-F6 is a bacteria
discovered by scientists that digests plastic
resin code #1 PET used to make single-use 
drinks bottles.
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EVALUATION

I.  Choose the correct answers

1. The first man-made fibre is _________

a) Nylon b) Polyester

c) Rayon d) Cotton

2. Which of the following is the strongest?
___________

a) Rayon b) Nylon

c) Acrylic d) Polyester

3. When you place a natural fibre in a flame
it____________

a) melts b) burns

c) gets nothing  d) explodes

4. A synthetic fibre which has similar
properties to wool is ____________

a)Nylon b) Polyester

c) Acrylic d) PVC

5. A good application of plastic is the use of
____________

a) Blood bags b) Plastic cutlery

c) Plastic straws  d) Plastic carry bag

6. ____________ is a non-biodegradable
material

a)Paper b) A plastic bottle

c) Cotton cloth  d) Wool

8. PET is the acronym for ____________

a) Polyester

b) Polyester and terylene

c) Polyethylene terephthalate

d) Polyetheneterylene

II. Fill in The Blanks
1. _________ is an example of polyester fabric.

2. _________ are used to identify different types
of plastics.

3.  A_________ is a long chain made up of many
repeated small units called monomers.

4. A natural fibre is called ________

5. A natural fibre obtained by boiling cocoons is
called_________

III. True or False
1. A lot of plastic pollutes our environment.

2. Refuse (avoid) is the best way to manage
plastic.

3. It is good to wear clothes made of synthetic
fibres while cooking.

4. Degradable plastics break down into tiny
pieces called microplastics.

5. Cotton is a natural polymer.

IV. Match the Following

A B

Nylon Thermoplastic

PVC Thermosetting plastic

Bakelite Fibre

Teflon Wood pulp

Rayon Non-stick cookwares

V. Arrange in Correct Sequence
1. Mix water, starch, vinegar and glycerin in a

cooking pot.
2. Let the article cool for 24 hours before we

use it.
3. Shape material to form a cup or bowl.
4. Continuously mix on medium heat until the

liquid turns clear.
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5. When the liquid begins to bubble it is ready
to be taken off the stove.

6. Spread the gel onto aluminium foil and cool.

VI. Analogy
1. Cotton:  natural : Polyester: ____________

2. PLA spoon : compostable : Plastic spoon :
____________

3. Nylon :melts on heating : Silk:____________

VII. Assertion and Reason
1. A: Vegetable peels buried in the soil

disappear within two weeks.
R: Vegetable peels are compostable.

2. A: It takes a very long time for nylon clothes
to breakdown into microfibers but cotton
clothes need only six months to decompose.

R: Nylon made out of petrochemicals is

non-biodegradable and cotton cloth is 
biodegradable.

3. A: It is good to avoid plastics.
R: Plastics end up polluting the environment.  

VIII. Crossword
Across 

1. Fibre that is used as synthetic wool.

2. A plastic used for making water bottles.

3. A long chain made of small
repeatingmonomers.

4. Another name for this semi-synthetic fibre
is artificial silk.

Down

5. A type of fibre that is naturally obtained from
a cocoon.

6. A synthetic fibre classified as polyester.

7. A polymer used for making rope.

5

1 C L I

2  P 6 E E

3 O R

4 A 7  N

O
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IX. Very Short Answer
1. What is the chemical name of the polymers

that make up cotton?

2. What gives plastic different qualities and
characteristics?

3. It is not advisable to burn plastic and
synthetic fabrics. Why?

4. A bucket made of plastic does not rust like a
bucket made of iron. Why?

5. Why is it better to avoid the use of plastic
products?

6. Give two examples of thermosetting plastics.

7. What is the 5 R principle?

X. Short Answer
1. What does the term biodegradable mean?

2. What kind of fabric is suitable to dress-up
and play in the summer?

3. How do plastics impact animals and the
environment?

XI. Long Answer
1. List the advantages and disadvantages of

synthetic fibres.

2. Suggest safe methods of disposing plastics.

XII. HOTS

1. The Tamil Nadu Government has banned
the use of one-time use throwaway plastics.
Why do you think this is important?

2. A plastic bag dumped in the soil stays
without breaking down for 500 years.  If a
new generation starts in every 30 years, how
many generations would it take to see the
plastic bag finally broken down?

XIII. i) Fill in the blanks

�ings 
we use 

What is the 
material that 
you use for
carrying your 
lunch and for 
carrying 
water?

Look at the 
classroom and list 
down the items 
that are made of 
plastics

What is the �rst 
plastic item that 
you touched this 

morning?

List out the 
type of fabrics 

you have as 
clothes

ii) Look at the following picture and explain
what is happening.

iii)  Read the following information and
convert them into a graph to compare the
countries and the amount of plastic they
use.

China contributes the highest share - that 
is around 28%, of the total plastic used globally. 
Indonesia uses 10%, both the Philippines and 
Vietnam use 6% each; Thailand uses 3.2%, 
Egypt 3%, Nigeria 2.7% and South Africa 2%.
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 � Understand the meaning of Medicines, Antibiotics, Analgesics, Antiseptics,
Antihistamines, Antacids and Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS).

 � Understands combustion and its types

 � Recognizes flame and its structure.

Learning Objectives

Unit
4 Chemistry in Daily Life

Introduction
During the Bangladesh liberation war, 

Therapy with Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS) 
in 1971 reduced cholera death rates from 50% 

to 3% among thousands of refugees.  An Indian 
doctor, Dilip Mahalanabis, had to manage the 
shortage of saline bottles and coup up with 
the dehydration faced by the refuges. Dr. Dilip 
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Mahalanabis showed the efficacy of ORS in 
cholera cases among Bangladeshi refugees 
(1971-72). Further field trial during the cholera 
epidemic in Manipur attested to its efficacy, ORS 
has since saved the lives of millions of children 
around the world.

Look at the above information. What do 
you infer from this? Now you get the curiosity 
to know about ORS and its function. Don’t you?  
In addition to this, let us know about some of 
the common medicines and how do they work.

In the normal healthy intestine, there 
is a continuous exchange of water through 

the intestinal wall. Up to 20 liters of water 
is secreted and very nearly as much is 
reabsorbed every 24 hours. This mechanism 
allows the absorption of soluble metabolites 
into the bloodstream from digested food. 
However when a person becomes sick, due 
to diarrhea, water is expelled and the body is 
not able to retain the liquid balance. This is 
called as ‘dehydration’. It is not the diarrhea 
that kills, but the dehydration’ resulting from 
the infection that kills. If more than 10% of 
the body’s fluid is lost death occurs.

S.No. New ORS grams/Litre % New ORS mmol/litre

Sodium chloride 2.6 12.683 Sodium 75

Glucose, anhydrous 13.5 65.854 Chloride 65

Potassium chloride 1.5 7.317 Glucose, anhydrous 75

Trisodium citrate, dehydrate 2.9 14.146 Potassium 20

Citrate 10

Total 20.5 100.00 Total Osmolarity 245

UNICEF/WHO norms the O.R.S should be prepared as follows

4. 1 Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS)
ORS (Oral Rehydration

Solution) is a special 
combination of dry salts that 
is mixed with safe water. It can 
help to replace the fluids lost 
due to diarrhea. In a state of 
diarrheal disease there is imbalance and much 
more water is secreted than reabsorbed causing 
a net loss to the body which can be as high as 
several liters a day. In addition to water loss, 
sodium and potassium are also lost.

Certain concentration of sodium (Na) 
is needed for proper functioning of the body. 

For example, only with adequate sodium 
concentration in the intestinal wall, water can 
be absorbed by it through a process known 
as osmosis. If there is inadequate salt in the 
intestinal wall the body will not be able to 
absorb water.

The saline bottle directly transfers water 
and sodium into the blood stream. However, for 
the saline water is administered through mouth, 
intestinal wall, is a not able to absorb neither 
water nor sodium. Dr. Dilip Mahalanabis 
found that if glucose (sugar) is added to the salt 
solution, then all the three- water, sodium and 
glucose are absorbed by the body.
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During diarrhea the intestine is still able 
to absorb glucose molecules. Thus, the ORS 
solution uses the glucose molecules to enable 
the sodium to be is carried through by a co-
transport coupling mechanism. ORS is an 
effective treatment for 90 – 95% of patients 
suffering from diarrhea, regardless of the cause. 
As the water is replaced balance is attained 
saving the patience in most cases.

Let us see homely made of ORS, be very 
careful to mix 6 level teaspoons of sugar and 
1/2 level teaspoon of salt dissolved in 1 litre of 
clean water. Too much sugar can make diarrhea 
worse. Too much salt can be extremely harmful 
to the child. Making the mixture a little too 
diluted (with more than 1 litre of clean water) 
is not harmful.

 

ORS

Zinc

Food

Fluids

Sanitation

Vitamin 
A

Hand 
Washing

Protection of 
Child from 

diarrhea

Vaccination

Through the process of osmosis, the salts and 
sugars pull water into your bloodstream and 
speed up rehydration.

4. 2 Antacid
Acidity is a set of symptoms caused 

by excess production of acid by the gastric 
glands of the stomach. Your stomach naturally 
produces gastric or hydrochloric acid (HCl) to 
help digest and break down food. Acidity issues 
arise when there is excess production of this 
acid due to triggers such as acidic foods, spicy 
food, alcohol, dehydration and stress. When 
acidity occurs, the excess acid may move up 
from your stomach to your esophagus.

The lining of your stomach with a pH of 
1 to 3 is designed as such to withstand a high 
acidic environment. 

When we have acidity or heartburn, we 
are administered a class of medicines known 
as antacids. They are actually weak bases. As 
learned in chemistry, when a base is mixed with 
an acid a neutralization reaction occurs. When 
antacids are consumed, it creates a chemical 
reaction in the stomach lowering the acidity 
and makes the digestive acids less corrosive and 
damaging. 

Most of the common antacids are 
Sodium Bicarbonate (NaHCO3), Calcium 
Carbonate (CaCO3), Magnesium Hydroxide  
(Mg (OH)2), Magnesium Carbonate (MgCO3) 
and Aluminium Hydroxide Al(OH)3.

The chemical reaction created when 
Magnesium Hydroxide neutralizes HCI in the 
stomach and intestine
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Lower
esophageal

sphincter

Acid and stomach
contents back up

into esophagus

Esophagus 

Stomach
contracted

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

4. 3 Antibiotics
Ages ago, there was a time

where even a small infected 
wound can cause death in 
human beings. The discovery of antibiotics 
changed all. Now armed with antibiotics, many 
deadly infectious diseases can be tackled, which 
once meant to cause serious illness and death.  

The discovery of antibiotics was an 
accident, which happened in 1928 while a 
British bacteriologist, Dr. Alexander Fleming 
was involved in research on staphylococcus 
bacteria.    This bacterium was meant to cause 
deadly diseases such as pneumonia, sour throat, 
etc. The discovery happened while he was 
culturing the bacteria on a nutrient agar media 
in a Petri dish. He went on a holiday carelessly 
leaving the dish in his laboratory table without 
cleaning and sterilization. 

After several days, when he returned back, 
he observed the growth of mould (kind of 
common fungus, which grows on stale bread/
cheese) on a part of the Petri dish. He also 
observed that there was no bacterial growth 
surrounding the mould, which indicated that 
something in the mould had prevented the 
growth of bacteria in the culture medium. On 
further research, Fleming identified that the 

“mold juice” was capable of killing a wide variety 
of harmful bacteria, such as streptococcus, 
meningococcus and diphtheria bacillus.

And that was how the world’s first antibiotic 
– penicillin – was discovered. Fleming named
the mould penicillum notatum, from which
the antibiotic penicillin was isolated. However,
Fleming was not the first using moulds and
other living micro organisms to treat infections.
Thousands of years ago, the ancient Egyptians,
had used mouldy bread to treat infected wounds. 
Similar practices were observed among ancient
Greeks, Serbians and even among Indians.
While these were perhaps partially effective,
their efficacy is nowhere near the modern
antibiotics.

Naturally, many micro organisms and 
plants synthesize chemicals which are toxic 
in nature to protect them from invading 
organisms. The biosynthesized chemicals 
isolated from the plants/micro organisms and 
used as medicines against infectious diseases. 
These substances were called as antibiotics. 
Ex: Chloramphenicols, tetracyclines, Penicillin 
derivatives, cephalosporin’s and their 
derivatives. Today, many infectious diseases in 
the world are rare due to the advancement in 
antibiotic research.
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Antibiotics don’t work 
for viruses like cold and the 
fl u. 

However, the over use of antibiotics makes 
it inactive or less eff ective. Antibiotic resistance 
is defi ned as the ability of the microorganisms 
to resist the eff ects of an antibiotic to which 
they were once sensitive. Th us the antibiotics 
become less eff ective and we are forced to either 
consume a larger dose or shift ing towards the 
use of other virulent variants of antibiotics. 
Th us the research on antibiotics is of great 
importance to combat the virulent and mutated 
microorganisms.

4.4 Analgesics:
Injury, burn, pressure from sharp objects 

and other conditions cause pain in our body. 
Th e unpleasant feeling may be a burning 
sensation in the tissue around the injury, 
throbbing headache or ache of arthritis. Back 
pain, neck pain, joint pain, headaches, pain 
from nerve damage, pain from an injury and 
pain related to diseases are some of the most 
common  pains. 

Th e unpleasant emotion of ‘pain’ is created 
in the brain and not at the spot of the injury. If 
the pain is severe, say from burn, the impulse 
sent to brain trigger immediate response. 
Reacting to the signal from the brain, muscle 
pull our hand from the fi re. 

Reacting to the message received from the 
pain spot, the brain sends back messages that 
initiate healing process. It can trigger to release 
pain suppressing chemical and additional fl ow 
of additional white blood cells and platelets to 
help repair tissue at an injury site. 

Analgesics or pain killers are the pain-
suppressing chemicals released by the body. 
Th ey suppress the feeling of ‘pain’. Th is analgesics 
drug selectively relieves pain by acting either in 
CNS (Central Nerves System) or on peripheral 
pain mechanism, without signifi cantly altering 
consciousness.

When we are aff ected by fever, oft en we are 
administered Paracetamol. Paracetamol interact 
with the receptors and reduce the intensity of 
pain signals to the brain, also suppresses the 
release of substances, called prostaglandins that 
increase pain and body temperature.

1. Pain source

3.  Brain interprets
the messages as
pain

2.  Pain messages
move through
peripheral nerves
and up the spinal
cord

4.  Brain 
sends pain
suppressing
chemicals and
triggers other
responses

Anesthetics 

Th e fi rst local anesthetic 
was cocaine was isolated 

from coca leaves by Albert Niemannin 
Germany, 1860.
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Traditional anti inflammatory agents

Peppermint Catnip
These are classified as follows,

i)  Non – narcotic (Non – additive) analgesics 
Eg.Aspirin

ii) Narcotic drugs. E.g. codeine

4.5 . Antipyretic:

In normal course our body temperature 
is ranges from 98.4 to 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit. 
When the temperature goes above this level 
it is called fever. Most common cause of fever 
is infection. Bacteria and virus cannot thrive 
above a certain temperature. To defend the 
invading virus and bacteria the immunity 
system increases the body temperature. 

Once infection is sensed, the immune 
system releases a chemical called pyrogen. 
These pyrogens released into bloodstream 
reaches the hypothalamus, present at the basal 
part of the brain. The function of Hypothalamus 
is to control the body temperature. Sensing the 
pyrogens, hypothalamus increases the body 
temperature by releasing a chemical called 
prostaglandin. 

Normally little fever is good as it helps to 
arrest the growth of infection. However if the 
internal body temperature exceeds 105°F, this 
may cause damage to our body protein and the 
brain may experience seizures and delirium. 
The prolonged high fever may also cause death.

Antipyretics (anti - against and pyretic 
-Feverish) are chemical substances that reduce 
fever.  They suppress the release of prostaglandin 
and reduce fever. The most common and well 
known anti pyretic is paracetamol. Other 
antipyretics and anti inflammatory agents 
include Aspirin, Ibuprofen, Diclofenac.

4.6  Antiseptic

Antiseptics are substances applied to the 
exterior of a body that kill or inhibit microbes 
and infective agents. Antiseptics can be effective 
against one or a combination of bacteria, fungi, 
viruses or other microorganisms. 

1. Dettol 
Mixture of chloroxylenol and 
terpincol

2. Tincture 
Iodine + 2 to 3% alcohol – Water mixture 
Soap, Iodoform, 
phenolic solutions, 
ethanol, Boric acid, are 
examples.

Natural antiseptics
1. Garlic, 2. Turmeric 3. Aloevera
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4.7 Antihistamine

Anti histamines are defined as drugs that 
combat the histamine in the body that are 
used for treating allergic reactions and cold 
symptoms. Histamine is a chemical messenger 
involved in number of complex biological 
reactions. When a foreign body such as pollens 
enters the body, the immune system believes 
those substances to be harmful and generates 
the release of histamine. When histamine is 
released, it will interact with the histamine 
receptors on the cell surface or within a target cell 
and cause changes in the bodily functions. This 
stimulates many smooth muscles to contract, 
such as gastrointestinal tract and bronchi. In 
certain smooth muscles, they cause relaxation 
of blood capillaries which increase the flow of 
lymph and its protein content and lead to the 
formation of edema (redness and rashes).

Antihistamines or histamine receptor 
antagonists oppose selectively all the 
pharmacological effects of histamines. For, 
Ex. Diphenhydramine, chlorpheniramine, 
cimetidine. The adverse effects of antihistaminics 
are mouth dryness and sleepiness. 

Medicine:

Medicines are used to treat the disease and 
to improve our health. 

ந�ோய�ோடிந�ோயமுதல�ோடிஅதுதணிக்கும்

வோய�ோடிவோய்ப்பச்செயல – திருவள்ளுவர்

There is a Kural,

“Diagnose the disease and understand its seeds;
Identify the cause and make sure it succeeds”.

The science or practice of the diagnosis, 
treatment, and prevention of disease. There are 
many ways to intake the medicine. 

1. Oral use

2. External use

3. Injections (Intra muscular/Intra venous)

The medicines we take treat our disease and 
lead us to a good health.

Difference between Antiseptic and Disinfectants

Antiseptic Disinfectants

1. All antiseptic are disinfectants. All disinfectants are not antiseptic 

2. It can be applied on the live tissues, It can be apply on in animate object,

For example. skin / Mucous For example. Surface, lab working tables, floor. 
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‘I know I should 
never take any 

medicine that isn’t 
meant for me

‘I only take 
medicines when 

a grown up I 
trust gives them 

to me
‘I know medicines 

are NOT sweets 
and that they can 

be harmful

Always use 
medicines 

safely!

‘I know it is 
important 

to store 
medicines 

out of reach 
of younger 

children

‘I know medicine can 
be dangerous if you take 

the wrong amount. It 
tells you on the label 

how much to take 

Combustion 
Can you guess what is 

common in rusting or iron, 
burning coal and the flame 
of candle? They all undergo 
a chemical reaction known 
as combustion.  Combustion is a chemical 
reaction that occurs in the presence of a fuel 
and an oxidizing agent that produces energy, 
usually in the form of heat and light.

What we call as ‘burning’ is really a 
combustion reaction. In fact combustion is 
one of the first chemical reactions intentionally 
harnessed by humans. Any reaction that 
involves reaction with oxygen is called oxidation 
reaction. In the combustion of hydrocarbon 
with oxygen, typically carbon dioxide and water 
are produced. 

CH4+2O2 → CO2+2H2O+Heat energy

(Hydrocarbon) (Oxygen)   (Carbon dioxide) 

(Water)

All combustion reactions are exothermic; 
that is they release heat.

Ignition Temperature:

The minimum temperature at which a 
substance catches fire and burns is called its 
ignition temperature.

A substance will not catch fire and burn 
if its temperature is lower than its ignition 
temperature. Different substances have different 
ignition temperatures. 

Substances which have very low ignition 
temperature and can easily catch fire with a 
flame are called inflammable substances. E.g. 
Petrol. Alcohol, LPG (Liquefied Petroleum 
Gas), CNG (Compressed Natural Gas), etc.

Flame

Flame is actually a chemical reaction. 
To be specific, the flame is a mixture of gases 
(vaporized fuel, oxygen, carbon dioxide, carbon 
monoxide, water vapor, and many volatile 
materials) and so is matter. The light and heat 
produced by the flame is energy, not matter. But 
fire is a matter.

Fact
Fire chemical Reaction

Oxygen + Heat + Fuel = Fire
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Flame and its structure

Which is the festival of light? What is the 
specialty of that festival? Yes. We will light more 
lamps to decorate the houses. Won’t we? Now 
how do the lights glow? Yes, with flame.

Here is an experiment with colorful flame
• White flame – Epsom salt (MgSO4)
• Violet flame – Lithium Chloride
• Indigo flame – Potassium Chloride
• Blue flame – Bleaching powder
• Green flame – Borax powder
• Yellow flame – Calcium chloride
• Orange flame – Table salt
• Red – Strontium chloride
Teacher shows the experiment with these salts
soaked in alcohol and makes fire.

Flame: 
Flame is a zone of combustions of a 

combustible substance. Substances which 
vaporize during burning produce flames.  
E.g. Wax, Kerosene etc.

Substances which do not vaporize during 
burning do not produce flames e.g. coal.

Hottest
part

Outer zone of complete
combustion (blue)

Middle zone of Partial
combustion (yellow)

Innermost zone of unburnt
wax vapours (black)

Moderately
hot

Least hot

Wax Candle

Structure of a Candle flame
A candle flame has three main zones, they 

are

i. The outer zone – complete combustion of the
fuel takes place and the colour of the flame 
is blue and is the hottest part of the flame. It 
is the non-luminous part of the flame. 

ii. The middle zone -partial combustions of the
fuel takes place and the colour of the flame 
is yellow and is moderately hot part of the 
flame. It is the luminous part of the flame. 

iii. The inner zone: There are unburnt vapours
of the fuel and the colour is black and is
least hot part. 

Finger inside the 

flame

Why is the candle flame 
straight?

A candle flame is caused 
by vapour burning above the 
candle. This burning vapour 

is hotter than the surrounding air and is 
therefore less dense. So, by the principle of 
convection, it “rises” so the flame is always 
upwards
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Chemistry in 
Daily Life

Formation of coal

Incomplete 
Combustion

Fast
Combustion

Slow
Combustion

Spontaneous
Combustion

White phosphorus

Combustion

Flame

Materials burns
with oxygen to 
give light and 

heat

Fight against
the diseases

Antibiotic

To cure diseases
through scienti�c 

method

Medical

ORS

Special
combination 

of dry salts that
is mixed with safe water.

Antacid

stomach naturally
produces gastric 
or hydrochloric 
acid (HCl) to help 
digest

Antih
ist

amine

Treating allergic
reactions and cold

symptoms

Analgesics

Feeling may be a 
burning sensation 

in the tissue around 
the injury

Antiseptic

Antiseptics are 
substances applied
 to the exterior of a 

body that kill or 
inhibit microbes
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Calorific value of different fuels

Fuel Calorific Value (kJ / kg)

Cow dung cake 6000-8000

Wood 17000-22000

Coal 25000-33000

Petrol 45000

Kerosene 45000

Diesel 450000

Methane 500000

CNG 50000

LPG 55000

Biogas 35000-40000

Hydrogen 150000

The amount of heat energy produced on 
complete combustion of 1kg of fuel is called 
its calorific value. The calorific value of a fuel 
is expressed in a unit called kilo joule per  
kg (kJ/kg)

Calorific value = Heat produced / Amount 
of fuel used for burning in kJ/kg

If 4.5kg of fuel is completely burnt and the 
amount of heat produced stands measured at 1, 
80,000 kJ what is its calorific value. 
Calorific value = 1, 80,000 / 4.5 = 40,000 KJ/Kg

Types of combustion
There are three main types of combustion.

They are,
Rapid combustion: It is a combustion 

process in which a substance burns rapidly and 
produces heat and light with the help of external 
heat. E.g. Burning of LPG.

Spontaneous combustion: Is combustion 
process in which a light without the help 
of external heat.eg. Phosphorus burns 
spontaneously at room temperature.

Explosion: It is a type of combustion in 
which a substance burns suddenly and produces 
heat, light and sound with the help of heat or 
pressure. E.g. Explosion of crackers.

CO- Leads to respiratory problem

CO2- Global warming

SO2/NO2 – Acid Rain

More Environmental Impacts

Remedies
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ACTIVITY 

What happens when you add with these 
chemicals?

Sugar + Potassium permanganate+ 
Glycerin.

Characteristics of good fuel

� Readily available

� Cheap

� Easy transport and store

� Burns at moderate rate

� Produce large amount of heat

� Do not leave behind any undesirable
substances.

� Does not cause pollution.

Slow combustion:
Slow combustion is a form of combustion 

which takes place at low temperatures. 
Respiration is an example of slow combustion.

Fire control:
Th e Fire Triangle

FUEL

OXYG
EN

H
EAT

Experiment: QR code videos
Make your own fi re extinguisher

Th e conditions necessary for producing fi re are, 
� Fuel
� Air (to supply oxygen)
� Heat (to raise the temperature of
� the fuel beyond its ignition temperature)

Fire can be controlled by removing any one
or more of these conditions.

Fire extinguisher: 
A fi re extinguisher cut off  the supply of Air 

or bring down the temperature of the fuel or 
both and controls the fi re.

How do fi re extinguishers work?
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Portable fire extinguishers apply an 
extinguishing agent that will either cool burning 
fuel, displace or remove oxygen, or stop the 
chemical reaction so fire cannot continue to 
burn. When the candle of an extinguisher is
compressed, it opens and inner canister of high 
pressure gases forces the extinguishing agent 
from the main cylinder through a siphon tube 
and out the nozzle. A fire extinguisher works 
much like a can of hair spray.

Types of fire extinguisher: 

The most common types of fire 
extinguishers are, 

 � Air pressurized water extinguishers,

 � Carbon-di-oxide extinguishers.

 � Dry chemical powder extinguishers.

Class A

Type

Water

Foam

Combustible
materials

(e.g. paper 
& wood)

Flammable
Liquids

(e.g. paint
& petrol)

Flammable
Gases

(e.g. butane
& methane)

Flammable
metals

(e.g. lithium 
& potassium)

Electrical
Equipment

(e.g. computer
& generators)

Deep fat
fryers

(e.g. chip
pans)

Comments

Use on extremely
high

tempertures

Safe on both high
and low voltage

Dry powder

Wet chemical

CO2

Class B Class C Class D Electrical Class F

Do not use on 
liquid or electric 

fires

Not suited to 
domestic use

Can be used 
safely up to 1000 

volts

XX X X X
X X X X

X
X

X
X X X
X X X

The different types of extinguisher tackle different types of fire

Fire extinguishers can be broadly classified into five types:

1. Water, 2.Foam, 3.Dry Powder, 4.CO2, 5.Wet Chemical.
The classes of fire

There are five classes of fire: Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D, and Class E.

Class A fires – Combustible materials: caused by flammable solids, such as wood, paper,
and fabric

Class B fires  – Flammable liquids: such as petrol, turpentine or paint

Class C fires  – Flammable gases: like hydrogen, butane or methane

Class D fires  – Combustible metals: chemicals such as magnesium, aluminum or potassium

Class E fires  – Typically a chip-pan fire

Electrical fires  – Electrical equipment: once the electrical item is removed, the fire changes
class
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Points to remember
 � Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS) is a 

mixture of electrolytes, sugar, and water 
taken by mouth to absorb water and 
electrolytes in the body and properly restore 
the electrolyte and find balance lost by 
excessive sweating, vomiting or diarrhea, 

 � ORS is an effective treatment for 90 – 95% of 
patients suffering from diarrhea, regardless 
of the cause.

 � Antacid is one  that neutralize stomach acid

 � Medications, drugs, substances used to treat 
and cure diseases, and to promote health.

 � Some micro organisms and plants produce 
their own toxic substances. These substances 
those help to destroy other living things are 
called as antibiotics.

 � The chemical process in which a substance 
reacts with oxygen to produce heat is called 
combustion

 � Flame is a zone of combustion of a 
combustible substance. Substances which 
vapourise during burning produce flames. 
E.g. Wax, Kerosene.

 � The minimum temperature at which a 
substance catches fire and burns is called its 
ignition temperature.

 � The amount of heat energy produced 
on complete combustions of  
1kg of fuel is called its calorific value.

 � A fire extinguisher cut off the supply of air 
or bring down the temperature of the fuel or 

 � both and controls the fire.

EVALUATION

I Choose the correct answers
1. A drug effective in the treatment of 

pneumonia, and bronchitis, is _________

a. Streptomycin b. Chloramphenicol

c. Penicillin d. Sulphaguanidine

2. Aspirin is ___________

a. Antibiotic b. Antipyretic

c. Sedative  d. Psychedelic

3. __________ are that neutralize stomach 
acid.

a. Antacid  b. Antipyretic

c. Analgesic d. Antihistanics

4. The lowest temperature at which a substance 
catch the fire is called its ________
a. Boiling point

b. Melting point

c. Critical temperature

d.  Ignition temperature. 

5. Which is the hottest part in the flame of 
candle _________

a. Blue  b. Yellow

c. Black  c. Way part

II. Fill in the blanks.

1. Penicillin was first discovered by _________

2. World ORS Day is _________

3. Combustion is a chemical reaction in which 
and substance react with _________

4. In the presence of water, the ignition 
temperature of paper is _________ 
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5. Fire produced by oil cannot be controlled by 
_________

III   True or False – If False give the 
correct answer

1. Antibiotics does work for viruses like cold 
and 

2. Analgesics are the substances that lower the 
temperature during fever.

3. All fuels form flame.
4. Oxygen is necessary for combustion 
5. Burning wood and coal causes pollution of 

air.

IV Match the following

1. Antipyretic - reduce pain

2.
Analgesic - reduce body 

temperature

3.
Antacid - spontaneous 

combustion
4. Phosphorus - ORS Solution

5.
Carbon – di – 
oxide

- leads to respiratory 
problem.

V Analogy
1. Inner zone of flame : :---------------, outer 

zone of flame : :---------------
2. Tincture: :---------------, cistamine : :--------

-------.

VI Very short answer
1. First viral disease detected in human being 

was :--------------- (Yellow fever / dengue 
fever)

2. :---------------, :--------------- , :--------------
are called green house gases (Fleming / lenis 
pastor)

3. Name a substance which can be used as an 
antiseptic as well as disinfectant?

4. What are the main constituents of dettol?

5. Name the unit in which the calorific value of 
a fuel is expressed?

6. How many types of combustion are there?

7. What are the essential requirements for 
producing fire?

VII Short Answer Questions

1. Why should not medicines be taken without 
consulting doctors?

2. Why do antiseptics differ from disinfectants? 
Give one example of each.

3. What is ignition temperature?

4. If 4.5kg of fuel is completely burnt and 
amount of heat produced stands measured 
at 1, 80,000 KJ what is the calorific value. 

VIII Answer in Detail
1.  Explain briefly about antibiotic and 

analgesic?

2. Make labeled diagram of a candle flame.

IX. Picture based question

Arul and Aakash were doing an experiment 
in which water was to be heated in a beaker. 
Arul kept the beaker near the wick in the yellow 
part of candle flame. Aakash kept the beaker in 
the outer most part to the flame. Whose water 
will get heated in a shorter time?

Websites: 
http://memorize.com/medical-terminology-

prefixes.
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Explore the activity to know about   
Flame test.

Chemistry in daily life URL:
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/138778000/

ICT CORNER

*Pictures are indicative only

*If browser requires, allow Flash Player or Java Script to load the page.

PROCEDURE :

Step 1: Use the URL or scan the QR code to open the activity page.

Step 2: Use the platinum wire to scoop up  chemicals, and then  put them in the  fl ame to 
see how each chemical changes the fl ame’s colour.

Step 3:  Press the space bar to select the  new  chemical.

CHEMISTRY IN DAILY LIFE

Step 1 Step 2

Step 4

Step 3
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